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Introduction 
ln the present paper， we are concerned with the era of political and 
economic reform in the People's Republic of China， or as abbrevi-
ated仕lePRC， that began with the historic 3rd Plenum of the 11th 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China， or the CPC， 
as this was held in Beij加g仕om18 December to 22 December 1978. 
The aspect of the reform era in the PRC on which we focus atten-
tion is to do with the endeavour of the leadership elites within the 
CPC and the state government旬 establishan effective system of 
law， asthe basis for political， social and economic organization. The 
development of what is referred to as the socialist legal order has 
since 1978 been pointed to by the Party-State leadership as crucial 
to the realization of its declared public policy programme of socialist 
modernization， and， indeed， the socialist legal order has come加
stand with the socialist market economic order as ranking among 
the essential， and inter-connected， component parts of the project 
that the leadership has set itself of bringing about an authentic so-
cialism with Chinese characteristics. As a reflection of this， the pe-
riod running企om1978 to the present has witnessed an immense 
enlargement in the province of law and legislation in the PRC.τ'hus 
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it is that there has taken place a continuous elaboration and appli-
cation of legal forms and legal categories， as under the recognized 
heads of constitutional law， civil and commercial law， administra幽
tive law， economic law， social and welfare law， criminallaw and liti-
gation p1'ocedu1'e law. Of the different pa1'ts of law as he1'e白pecified，
the body of administrative law has been prominent in the promot働
ing of the agenda fo1' political and economic reform in the PRC， and 
it is the administrative law of the PRC， and pa1'ticularly the fo1'm of 
adjudication integral to it， that in this pape1' we pick out for de-
tailed study and examination. 1n this， the method adopted is that of 
the critical survey of selected legal source materials， and with this 
being to the end of b1'inging out the foundations of the system of ad-
ministrative law in the PRC and those of its defining form of adju-
dicative procedureYI 
1n its broadest sense， administ1'ative law is the law that has ap-
plication to the administrative authorities that belong to the insti-
tutional sphere of government in the state， and in this application it 
is the law which relatεs to the tasks and functions， and the struc-
ture， ofthe administrative authorities and which serves to regulate 
the exercise of their powe1's. As to the first principles of administra-
tive law， the p1'inciple that is fundamental is that the acts of the ad-
minist1'ative autho1'ities， as involving the exercise of powers， a1'e a呂町
sumed to require and to p1'esuppose some basis and justification in 
law. The co1'olla1'Y of this is that， from the standpoint of administ1'a-
tive law， the administ1'ative autho1'ities a1'e to be thought of as be-
ing capable of acting， and of exe1'cising thei1' powe1's， contrary to law 
and so in the absence of an authentic lawful basis and justification. 
administrative autho1'ities a1'e to be that the 
thought of as being p1'ope1'ly subject to challenge in the name of law 
by ordina1'Y citizens， and by such other parties， as claim to be a小
versely affected， 01' aggrieved， through the allegedly unlawful acts of 
the authorities involved. The possibility of there being legal chal-
lenges to the administrati"アeauthorities， as in regard to their acts 
Hence it follows 
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and powers， presupposes the necessity that there be available some 
official procedure for the presentation and determination of such 
challenges， and for the provision and enforcement of remedies in 
the event that the challenges to the administrative authorities are 
upheld throngh this procedure. In general terms， the appropriate 
form of procednre here that has proved to be characteristic of ad-
ministrative law systems， and that has come to embody the essen-
tial element of administrative law as snch， isa procedure of adjudi-
cation， and one where legal challenges to the acts of the administra-
tive anthorities are entertained under the auspices of organs which 
belong to the judicial branch of government. This， of course， isthe 
procedure known as the judicial review of administrative action， 
and with this being the procedure that provides f01" the acts of the 
administrative authorities to be reviewed， and if necessary negated， 
by courts which possess in日titutionalindependence as in relation to 
the organs of state government and administration. 
The principles of administrative law， and particularly those 
that structure the procedure for the judi.cial review of administra-白
tive action， are closely bound up with the principles which are con僧
tained within the ideal of the rule of law and within the ideal of 
constitutional govermnent. As to the rule oflaw， itis to be observed 
that administrative law is directed towards the control through law 
of the acts of the administrative authorities. In this as to its under-
lying purpose， administrative law conforms with and gives effect to 
some of the core principles given in the rule of law ideal. Among 
these are the principles that the law is to stand as the basis fo1' gov榊
ernment in the state， and that the powers that a1'e exercised by the 
administrative o1'gans of gove1'nment a1'e to stand as non-arbitrary 
powers and hence as powers which remain白ubjectto legal con-
straints and limitations. 
As to the principles of constitutional government， itis to be ob-
served that administrative law p1'esupposes， and is based in， the 
principle of the formal sepa1'ation of the legislative， executive and 
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judicial powers of government that is recognized to be essential to 
the ideal of constitutionalism. Thus it is that the procedure of judi-
cial review involves the administrative authorities， as bearing the 
executive powers of government， being rendered subject to the scru-
tiny and control of independent courts. At the same time， the judi-
cial review procedure is one where the courts in their judicial 0伍ce
apply in respect of the administrative authorities the provisions of 
laws which， informal institutional terms as to the mode of their 
adoption and alteration， fal within the jurisdiction and competence 
of the legislative power as separate from the judicial and executive 
powers. Beyond this， there is the consideration that administrative 
law， as through its relation to the rule of law and constitutional 
government， bears directly on the ideal of human rights. For the 
principles of administrative law presuppose that individuals possess 
lawful rights that are to be asserted and enforced as against the in-
stitutions of government to which they as individuals are subject. 
Here， administrative law is to be taken as providing its confirma-
tion for what is a central claim that is bound up with the human 
rights ideal. This is the claim to the effect that the powers of gov-
ernment are to be exercised only within the context of some con-
taining legal framework， and one where these powers are recog-
nized to be qualified by the condition that they are to be exercised 
consistent with the rights which are understood to belong to ordi-
nary citizens. 
1n the years since 1978， there has come to be established in the 
PRC what operates， and presents itself for attention， as an effective 
system of administrative law. The advent of this administrative law 
system is a most notable feature of the political and economic re-
form process in the PRC. For it points to a forward development in 
the PRC running in the direction of the acceptance of the principles 
of the rule of law and constitutional government， and even the ac-
ceptance of the principles of individual human rights. This is so not-
withstanding the evident fact of the continuing absence of plural-
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party democratic govemance， and the evident fact of the continuing 
domination of the political， social and economic order by the CPC as 
through the conditions of its monopoly rulership powers. The gen-
eral significance of the system of administrative law in the PRC is 
underlined by the pervasiveness of administrative law principles as 
throughout the whole body of established substantive law. In the 
classification of the parts of law adopted in the PRC， the sphere of 
administrative law is identified in terms of the law relating to spe-
cific tasks and functions of public administration. Hence adminis-
trative law is taken to encompass the law relating to such matters 
as foreign affairs， public security， civil service personnel， education， 
public health， urban and rural planning， and the protection of the 
environment. In the event， however， the system of administrative 
law in force in the PRC is not to be understood so restrictively， as
加 termsof the designated administrative tasks and functions. For 
law is the law applying to the administrative 
authorities and in respect to the exercise of their powers， and in the 
PRC the administrative authorities are everywhere engaged， as to 
the exercise of their powers， in the re.♂llation of al the diverse as-
pects of political， social and economic order.τ'hus it is that there is 
explicit recognition given to the active engagement of the adminis-
trative authorities in the various regula旬ryframeworks that are 
set in the legislation， and in the other legal norms， that pertain to 
the tasks and functions which come within the spheres of civil and 
commerciallaw， economic law and social and welfare law. 
In order to identiちTthe fundamentals of administrative law in 
the PRC， itis essential to turn away from the substantive law that 
is directed to particular tasks and functions of public administration. 
Instead， itis essential to fasten attention on the statutes that serve 
to describe the general powers of the administrative authorities， but 
without restriction as to tasks and functions， and that serve 初 de-
scribe the general procedures to which the administrative authori-
ties are understood to be subject in the e玄ercisingof their powers. 
administrative 
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For it is with these statutes that the component parts of adminis嗣
trative law are presented in an inclusive and consolidated form， and 
it is through their terms that the component parts of administrative 
law， as in its character as comprising a unified and self-contained 
system of law， are fully rendered and brought out for the purposes 
of analysis and exposition. 1'he statutes at issue here possess the 
full normative force specific to law， since in al cases the statutes 
have the standing of laws that have been enacted by the National 
People's Congre日s，as the sovereign legislative power in the PRC， or
that have been adopted by the Standing Committee of the National 
People's Congress. Among the relevant statute日， the following are to 
be considered as crucial and as they are given in the order of their 
enactment. First and foremost， there is the law that is central to 
the concerns of this paper. 1'his is the law stating the principles 
that relate to what is referred to as administrative procedure and to 
what is， in effect， the procedure for the judicial review of adminis-
trative action: the Admini白trativeProcedure Law of the People's Rか
public of China， 01' as we abbreviate this the AP Law， which was 
adopted at the 2nd Session of the 7th National People's Congress on 
4 April 1989.121 
Moving beyond the matter of the law on judicial review， there 
is， as a日econdcase， the law that sets out the principles relating to 
the liability of administrative authorities for the payment of com帽
pensation in cases involving their violation of the lawful rights of 
citizens and other parties: the State Compensation Law of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China， as adopted at the 7th Meeting of the Stand-
ing Committee of the 8th National People's Congress on 12 May 
1994.11 1'hird， there is the law that states the principles that govern 
the application of sanctions and penalties by the administrative 
authorities， as against citizens and other pa1'ties and in respect of 
b1'eaches of ordinary laws and administrative regulatory 
norms: the Administrative Penalties Law of the People's Republic of 
China， which was adopted at the 4th Session of the 8th National 
their 
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People's Congress on 17 March 1996.11 Fourth， there is the law set-
ting out the principles that relate to the activities of the administra幽
tive agencies of the state government that exercise supervisory pow齢
ers over the administrative authorities and their personnel: the Ad嶋
ministrative Supervision Law of the People's Republic of China， as 
adopted at the 25th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 8th 
National People's Cong1'ess on 9 May 1997.151 Fifth， there is the law 
that sets out the principles relating to a proc泡durethat is desig-
nated as administrative reconsideration， and with this being the 
procedure by which the administrative authorities are required to 
review， orto reconsider， their own acts or， as is more general， the 
acts of subordinate administrative authorities， ason the application 
of aggrieved parties: the Administrative Reconsideration Law of the 
People's Republic of China， as adopted at the 9th Meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the 9th National People's Congress on 29 
April 1999.161 Sixth， there is the law that sets out the principles l'か
lating to the various powers of the administrative authorities in re幽
spect of the issuing of licences: the Administrative Licensing Law of 
the People's Republic of China， asadopted at the 4th Meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the 10th National People's Congress on 27 
Au♂1St 2003.[71 
The ultimate foundation of the system of administrative law in 
the PRC lies in the procedure for the judicial review of administra-
tive action， as this is described in the Administrative Procedure 
?。?
? ?
Law. The essential principle of the judicial review procedure， as a 
process of adjudication， isin i臼elfquite simple， and it may be sum“ 
marized as follows. Thus it is provided that the administrative pro・
cedure・thatis， the procedure for judicial review -is directed to“ 
wards the category of 印刷calledadministrative cases. The latter 
cases arise when parties， whether citizens， legal person entities or 
other such like organizations， are aggrieved as on account of the 
concrete administrative acts of one or other of the administrative 
authorities， and being so aggrieved then proceed to make applica-
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tion to the people's courts for the judicial review of the administra-
tive acts in question. The jurisdiction in administrative cases be-
longs to the system of the people's courts， assubject to the legal su-
pervisory powers that are vested in what are known as the procura-
torial authorities， and with this jurisdiction being exercised， as in 
accordance with the nature of particular administrative cases， by 
the basic people's courts， the intermediate people's courts， the 
higher people's courts or by the 8upreme People's Court. 
Of course， the AP Law includes detailed provisions that relate 
to what are the complex aspects of the judicial review procedure. 80 
it is that there are provisions concerning the substantive grounds 
for the application for judicial review， the standing of parties to the 
proceedings， the rules of evidence， and the submission of cases for 
judicial review and the basis for their acceptance by the people's 
courts. There are in addition provisions concerning the actual proc岨
ess of adjudication folIowed under the administrative procedure， 
and concerning the form of remedies that are available to the courts 
in the rendering of judgments that are favourable to the interests of 
the parties which are the applicants for judicial review. AlI of this 
notwithstanding and to repeat the point， the essential principle of 
the judicial review procedure remains simple: and it is the principle 
to the effect that the procedure forms a judicial or adjudicative pro-
cedure， and where the appIicant parties as plaintiffs and the admin-
istrative authorities as defendants stand subject to the jurisdiction 
of the people's courts as for the purposes of the resolution of dis-
pu胎swhich are centred on the lawfulness of administrative action. 
The foundational position of the judicial review procedure pro-
vided for in the Administrative Procedure Law， asin relation to the 
system of administrative law in the PRC， isa status that belongs to 
it in the respect that the judicial control of administrative action is 
something that is presupposed in the terms of alI the basic compo-
nent parts of administrative law. 80， for example， the powers of the 
administrative authorities， as with those relating to administrative 
?
?
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sanctions and penalties and administrative licensing， are subject to 
the pr'Ovisi'Ons the AP Law. In c'Onsequence 'Of this， the powers here 
referred旬 standas p'Owers that are t'O be presupp'Osed as being ren-
dered subject t'O the f'Orm 'Of c'Ontr'Ol exercised by the pe'Ople's c'Ourts. 
官lejudicial c'Ontr'Ol 'Of the administrati'On isals'O presupp'Osed in the 
law pr'Oviding f'Or administrative c'Ompensati'On， given that the judi由
cial review 'Of the acts 'Of the administrative auth'Orities， where this 
is successful as in fav'Our 'Of applicant pa此ies，will itself be the 'Occa-
si'On f'Or the submitting 'Of applicati'Ons f'Or c'Ompensati'On awards. 
There is the further presupp'Osing 'Of judicial review under the 
ぬrms'Of the pr'Ocedure that is described in the law which provides 
f'Or the rec'Onsider叫i'On'Of the acts 'Of administrative auth'Orities. 
?
?
?
? ?
τ'his， inits essentials， isa pr'Ocedure that is internal t'O the institu-
ti'Onal structure 'Of the administrati'On. F'Or itis a pr'Ocedure that is 
c'Onducted by the administrative auth'Orities， rather than 'One that is 
c'Onducted thr'Ough the pe'Ople'自 c'Ourtsas judicial 'Organs 'Of g'Overn-
ment which stand independent 'Of the administrati'On and its c'On-
stituent 'Organs. In this respect， the pr'Ocedure f'Or administrative re-
c'Onsiderati'On is a pr'Ocedure that is by definiti'On n'On-judicial in 
character. H'Owever， the critical fact'Or here is that while the pr'O回・
dure 'Of administrative rec'Onsiderati'On is distinct fr'Om the judicial 
review pr'Ocedure， itd'Oes n'Ot in and 'Of itself exempt the administra-
tive auth'Orities to which it is applied 仕omthe reach 'Of the pr'Oce-
dure 'Of judicial review as in relati'On t'O their acts. F'Or the 'Outc'Omes 
'Of administrative rec'Onsiderati'On are in general accepted t'O be 
themselves subject t'O judicial review， and s'O as permitting ag含圃
grieved parties to appeal against unf弘av刊'Ou町1I汀r油 leadministrative re-
c'Onsiderati'On decisi'Ons as thr'Ough the applicat討i'Onf必orjudicial reか. 
view t'O the p抑e'O叩ple':泡sc'Ourts. In this way， there is preserved in the 
PRC， asin fidelity t'O the l'Ogic and the inner ∞herence 'Of the ad-
ministrative law system， the ful and c'Omplete acc'Ountability 'Of the 
administrative auth'Orities t'O the c'Ontr'Ol and jurisdicti'On 'Of the 'Ordi-
n田'Ype'Ople's c'Ourts as in acc'Ordance with the principles 'Of the ad-
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ministrative procedure. 
The Administrative Procedure Law was formally enacted by the 
National People's Congress on 4 Apri11989， and it became effective 
in the PRC as 合'Om1 October 1990. However， the procedure of judi-
cial review that is set out in the AP Law was already in place， and 
fully operational， inthe PRC at the time of its enactment， and in-
deed the provenance of judicial review in the PRC， so far as the 
body of established law and legislation is concerned， can be traced 
back well before April 1989 to the years following soon after the bか
ginnings of the reform period in 1978. It is to trace this provenance 
through the examination of the positive law source materials that is 
the purpose of this paper. Thus in Part 1 of the paper， we focus on 
the substance of constitutional law in the PRC， in order to pick out 
the respects in which the law of the constitution stands as a source 
for judicial review. Here， itwiIl be explained that while the law of 
the constitution gives an implicit sanction for the principles of the 
judicial review of administrative action， there is not in fact any ex-
plicit basis for the judicial review procedure given in the specific 
terms and provisions of the constitutional law. In Part 2， we iden-
tiちTthe basis for judicial review (and also for the administrative re-
consideration procedure) that is rendered explicit in some of the 
laws and related administrative legal instruments that belong to 
the period between 1982 and 1989. Here， we maintain that there is 
an evident statutory warrant for judicial review that is prior to the 
AP Law， and that the legal source maぬrialsthat provide for this 
are to be counted as establishing創 1authentic basis in statute law 
for the judicial review procedure. Finally in Part 3， we expound the 
terms and provisions of the AP Law itself. The intention， with this， 
is in part to describe the detailed elements of the judicial review 
procedure and， inpa吋 also，to bring out the respects in which the 
AP Law serves to consolidate such existing parts of the law of出e
PRC where there is reference to be found made to the availability of 
the procedure for the judicial review of the acts of the administra-
The Tsukuba University Journal of Law and Political Science NO.37.2004 
tive authorities. 
1. The Law of the Constitution 
As we have noted， the Party-State leadership in the PRC during the 
period of reform has viewed the development of the rule of law， as 
in conformity with the principles of socialist legal order， as being an 
essential part of the programme of socialist modemization. That 
this is so is clear from the substance of the deliberations of the 
Party-State leader日hipat the 3rd Plenum of the 11th Central Com自
mittee of the CPC in December 1978.181 For on this occasion， mark-
ing as it did the start of the reform period， the Party-State leader幽
ship addressed itself directly to the question of law and legal sys・
tem as in relation to the modalities of the prevailing form of demo-
cratic centralism followed by the CPC， as where the democratic will 
of the people was understood to be expressed and given effect to as 
under the centralized leadership of the CPC. In this connection， the 
Party-State leadership ernphasized the necessity of strengthening 
the socialist legal order， and with this being to the end that the 
dernocratic process， as based in the will of the people， would be sys圃
ternatized as in accordance with the principles of law-structured 01'-
ganization. Thus and in specific terrns， the Party動Stateleadership 
p1'oposed that it was essential that there were to be laws日tipulated
for the guidance of the people， that the laws were to be cornplied 
with and strictly enforced， and that those individuals who broke the 
laws were to be sanctioned. Hence the business of legislation was to 
be assigned an impo1'tant position among the concems of the Na-
tional People's Congress. In addition， the judicial and procuratorial 
organs of the state were to act to maintain their independence， and 
with this meaning that they we1'e to abide by the established laws 
and other legal no1'ms， serve the interests of the people，思larantee
equality under the law and deny to al parties the p1'ivilege of 
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standing beyond the reaches of the law.191 
The espousal of the cause of the socialist form of legal order， as 
on the part of the Party-State 1eadership in December 1978， was 
imdamental as in regard to the direction of politica1 and economic 
reform in the PRC. As to the particulars of the proposals for the dか
velopment of the socialist 1egal order， itis to be ob自ervedthat there 
was a clear appeal made to the sort of principles that we have ex-
plained as belonging to the concept of administrative law and that 
of judicial review， as well as a clear appeal to the sort of princip1es 
that belong to what we have referred to in connection with adminis-
trative law as the ideal of the rule of law and the ideal of constitu-
tional government. So， for example， itwas proposed that there was 
to be the maintaining of judicial independence， and with this imply-
ing precisely the accountability of the administrative authorities be“ 
fore the ordinary courts that is the essential element of administra-
tive law. Likewise， itwas proposed that there was to be the guaran-
tee of equality under the law and the subjection of al parties to the 
law， and with the implication in this， as for administrative law， be-
ing that the law was to have application to， and to be enforceable 
against， the administrative authorities. Fully in line with the De-
cember 1978 affirmation of the socialist lega1 order and the princi-
p1es of the rule of 1aw and constitutional government bound up with 
it， the early years of the reform period were to witness the decisive 
event that was the adoption of what stil stands as the basic consti-
tutional1aw of the PRC. This was the State Constitution of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China， asadopted at the 5th Session of the 5th Na-
tional People's Congress as of 4 December 1982.1瑚
The 1982 State Constitution describes the structure of state in-
stitutions in the PRC， and in doing this it confirms the separation 
of the legis1ative， executive and judicial powers of government that， 
as we have suggested， stands as the core princip1e of constitutional-
ism which ranks as one of the basic presuppositions of administra-
tive law. For the purposes of the present paper， the essential e1e-
The Tsukuba University Journal of Law and Political Science No.37.2004 
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ments of the structure of the state institutions of the PRC are to be 
summarized thus. In Chapter 3， Section 1 (Articles 57・78)of the 
State Constitution， there are set out the provisions relating to the 
National People's Congress of the PRC. Under the terms of the 
State Constitution， the National People's Congress is the supreme 
organ of state power and with its permanent body being the Stand-
ing Committee of the National People's Congress (Article 57)， and 
with the National People's Congress and its Standing Committee 
exercising the legislative power in the state (Article 58). As to the 
functions and powers of the National People's Congress and the 
Standing Committee， these include the functions and powers spe-
cific to the legislative competence of the state such as those to do 
wi血 theamendment of the State Constitution， the enactment and 
amendment of basic laws， and the annulment of administrative 
norms which contravene the State Constitution and the ordinary 
laws (Article 62， clauses 1，3; Article 67， clauses 1・3，7).
As concerning the executive sphere of government in the PRC， 
Chapter 3， Section 2 (Articles 79-84) of the State Constitution de-
scribes the office of State President and Chapter 3， Section 3 (Arti-
cles 85-92) describes the organ of state government which enjoys 
the title of the State Council of the PRC. The State Council forms 
the central government of the PRC， and， as such， itstands as the 
executive body of the National People's Congress， asthe highest or-
gan of state power， and the highest organ of state administration 
(Article 85). In its status as也ecentral organ of government and 
administration in the PRC， the State Council includes within its or-
ganization such senior 0節cialsas the Prime Minister， the Vice Pre聞
miers and the Ministers who head the ministries and commissions 
?
?
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which are constitutive of the State Council administrative structure 
(Article 86). The functions and powers belonging to the State Coun-
cil are extensive， and comprise such executive functions and powers 
as are essential to the conduct of government and administration. 
These include the following: the enactment of administrative regu-
問。
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lations， and the formulation and issuing of such administrative le-
gal norms as rules， regulations， decisions and orders; the formula-
tion of the tasks and duties of the ministries and commissions per-
taining to the State Council organization， and the exercising of uni-
fied direction of their administrative work; the exercising of unified 
direction of the work of the organs of state administration at the 
sub咽centrallevels of jurisdiction (Article 89， clauses 1， 3-4). Other 
functions and powers of the State Council include the direction of 
general public policy in such matters as follows: the plan for na-
tional economic and social development and the state budget; eco・
nomic affairs and urban and rural development; education， science， 
culture， public health， physical culture and family planning; civil af-
fairs， public security and judicial affairs; foreign relations and trea-
ties and agreements with foreign states; national defence (Article 89， 
clauses 5刷10).
The ministries and commissions of the State Council are the 
principal departments of state in the PRC， and as such these form 
through their subordinate branch offices a structure of state ad-
ministration that reaches down from the central government and to 
the localities. The local levels of jurisdiction in the PRC include 
provinces， municipalities directly under the central government， 
counties， cities， municipal districts， townships， nationality town-
ships and towns (in addition to the so-called autonomous regions， 
autonomous prefectures and autonomous counties)， and it is pro幡
vided in the State Con日titutionthat there are to be local people's 
congresses and local people's governments established at al of the 
di妊erentlevels. The structures and the functions and powers of 
these local-level institutions of government are described in Chapter 
3， Section 5 of the State Constitution. Here， itis provided that .the 
local people's congresses are the local organs of state power (Article 
96)， and that the local people's governments are the executive bod醐
ies for the former and as such the local organs of state administra-
tion (Article 105). The local people's governments discharge admin-
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istrative functions and powers， and it is to be noted， inconnection 
wi出 theconcerns of this paper， that the local people's govemments 
at and above the county level of jurisdiction exercise a wide range 
of administrative responsibiIities， asso， for example， with such mat-
ters as economic policy， education， public health， urban and rural 
development，自nance，civil a:fairs， public security， judicial affairs 
and family planning (Article 107). It is also to be noted， fur也erto 
the concems of the paper， that the system of govemment in the 10回
calities forms part of what is a unified system of national govern-
ment and administration. Thus the local people's governments at 
the various levels of jurisdiction are accountable for their work to 
the organs of state administration at the next higher level， while al 
the local people's govemments， at whatever their level of jurisdic-
tion， are considered to be organs of state administration which come 
under the centralized leadership ofthe State Council (Article 110). 
The judicial branch of govemment in出ePRC comprises the 
people's courts and the people's procuratorates， and these institu-
tions of govemment form the subject-matter of Chapter 3， Section 7 
(Articles 123-135) of the State Constitution. As to the people's 
courts， these stand as the judicial organs of the state (Article 123)， 
and it is provided that the people's courts are to exercise judicial 
power with independence and in conformity with the terms of the 
laws and that， inthis， they are 加 befree from interfer官lceby ad-
ministrative authorities， public organizations or individual parties 
(Article 126). The people's courts form a hierarchic system of judi-
cial organization， where the people's courts are established at the 
various levels of jurisdiction in the PRC， and with these being sub栴
ject to the overall supervision of the Supreme People's Court， as the 
highest judicial organ， and with the Supreme People's Court being 
accountable to the National People's Congr四 sand its Standing 
Committee (Articles 127-128). As to the people's procuratorates， 
these stand as the state organs responsible for matters to do with 
legal supervision (Article 129)， and， as with the people's courts， itis 
九
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provided that the people's procuratorates are to exercise the super“ 
visory， or procuratorial， powers specific to themselves independently， 
in accordance with law and without being subject to external inter-
ference (Article 131). The people's procuratorates are established at 
the different levels of jurisdiction in the PRC， and their work is di-
rected by the Supreme People's Procuratorate， as the highest procu睡
ratorial power， and with this body being accountable to the Na-
tional People's Congress and its Standing Committee (Articles 132・
133). 
In the matter of the administrative law system in the PRC， as 
we have explained， the people's courts follow the terms of the aι 
ministrative procedure in the exercise of judicial review powers， as
relating to the acts of the administrative authorities. For the pur-
poses of judicial review， the administrative authorities comprise the 
various organs of administration that are referred to in the relevant 
provisions of the State Constitution. These are the ministries and 
commissions of the State Council， as the leading central-level de-
partments of state government， together with the branch offices of 
these departments and the administrative departments of the local 
people's governments that are established at the different jurisdic-
tionallevels of government and administration. However， itis to be 
emphasized that while， as from the administrative law standpoint， 
the people's courts are held to be competent to exercise judicial re幽
view power日inrespect of the doings of the administrative authori-
ties， the fact remains that there is no explicit reference made in the 
State Constitution to the power of judicial review， or indeed to the 
administrative procedure， either with the provisions concerning the 
administrative authorities or with the provisions concerning the ju-
dicial and procuratorial authorities. The omission of explicit refer-
ence to the judicial review of administrative action， as in the consti-
tutional law of the PRC， isal the more notable for the absence of 
any reference to the matter in the statutes relating to the authori-
ties in question which are supplementary to the State Constitution. 
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Thus， for example， the judicial review power， as a power to which 
the administrative authorities are to be considered subject， receives 
no recognition in the Organic Law of the State Council of the Peo・
ple's Republic of Ch担a，as adopted at出e5th Session of the 5th Na-
tional People's Congress on 10 December 1982.[11 Likewise， there is 
no recognition for judicial review， as a power belonging to the judi輔
cial organs， inthe Organic Law of the People's Courts of the Peか
ple's Republic of China and the Organic Law of the People's Procル
ratorates of the People's Republic of China， which were adopted at 
the 2nd Session of the 5th National People's Congress on 1 July 
1979 and subsequently adopted in revised form at the 2nd Meeting 
ofthe Standing Committee ofthe 6th National People's Congress on 
2 September 1983. [12 
It is not to be concluded from this that出econcept of the judi-
cial review of administration action is alien to the spirit of the State 
Constitution of the PRC. For if there is no explicit reference to judi-
cial review in仕leparts of the State Constitution relating to the 
state institutions， the principles of administrative law and judicial 
review are to be found at least implicit in provisions of the State 
Constitution that are contained in the parts of it which are con-
cerned with general principles and with the basic rights and duties 
of citizens. The general principles of the State Constitution are set 
out in Chapter 1 (Articles 1-32)， and these include Article 5 where it 
is held that the state is to maintain the socialist legal order， and 
that， in furtherance of this， the public bodies associated with the 
state structure町'eto be subject 加 thelaw and to the constraint忘
and limitations on their actions which it imposes. Thus and in spか
cific terms， Article 5 provides that the state organs， the armed 
forces， the political parties， the state industrial enterprises and 
other like institutions are to act in conformity with the State Con-
stitution and the laws， that acts by such public bodies that are in 
contravention of the State Constitution and the laws are to be in-
vestigated， and that the public bodies町 eto be denied any privi-
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leges which serve to place them beyond the scope of the State Con-
stitution and the laws. 
The basic rights and duties of citizens of the PRC are set out in 
Chapter 2 (Articles 33-56) of the State Constitution， and here Arti-
cle 41 is of crucial importance as in regard to the principles of ad-
ministrative law and judicial review. Thus it is provided in Article 
41 that citizens have the right to criticize state organs and their of-
ficial personnel， and to make suggestions to them. In addition to 
this， citizens are held to have the right to bring complaints and 
charges against， and to make exposures of， state organs and official 
personnel where these have violated the laws or have been in dere-
liction of their duties (albeit that the right is subject tοthe prohibi-
tion on fabrication and dis旬rtionof facts resulting in libel or false 
incrimination). It is provided. further that the state organs that町 e
the subject of complaints， charges and exposures on the part of citi酬
zens are required to answer旬 thesein a responsible manner and 
after having established al relevant facts， and that there is to be no 
suppression of such complaints， charges and exposures and no re-
taliation against the citizens bringing them. Finally， Article 41 pro-
vides that where citizens su妊erlosses in consequence of the in-
仕ingementof their civil rights by state organs and 0館cialpersonnel， 
then the citizens concerned are to have the right to seek proper 
compensation as allowed for in law. 
The terms of Articles 5 and 41 of the State Constitution reflect 
the very real extent to which the constitutional law in the PRC as 
of the early 1980s gave expression to the principles of the socialist 
form of the rule of law whose adoption， as we have noted， had been 
the express concern of the Party-State leadership in December 1978. 
In connection with this， itis to be emphasized that the two articles 
express certain of the principles that， as pertaining to the general 
rule of law ideal， are contained more precisely within the concept of 
administrative law and that of the judicial review of administrative 
action. Thus the articles provide that state organs， • as administra-
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tive authorities， are subject to law， and through this there is con“ 
firmed， among much else， the core administrative law principle to 
the effect that出eadministrative authorities require a legal basis 
and justification for their acts. It is a1so confirmed， as in 1ine with 
the administr叫 ive1aw princip1es， that it is possible that state or-
gans may act in vio1ation of law， and that where such vio1ations oc幽
cur then it is proper that citizens should proceed against the state 
organs and officia1 personnel involved and so ensure the proper en-
forcement of the 1aw in respect of the administrative authorities. 
Beyond this， itis confirmed， once again as in line with administra-
tive law principles， that it is essential that there be present some 
form of fair and independent procedu1'e in acco1'dance with which 
citizens may hold the administrative autho1'ities accountable under 
the law. Thus A1'tic1e 5 stipu1ates that state o1'gans are to be subject 
to investigation in 1'espect of thei1' unlawful acts， while Article 41 
stipulates that state o1'gans a1'e 1'equired to respond to p1'oceedings 
initiated against them by citizens and to do this without prejudice 
to the pe1'son and inte1'ests of the citizens involved. Finally， the1'e is
the matte1' of 1'emedies fo1' the unlawful acts of state o1'gans， as so 
with the provision made in Article 41 that 1'e1ates to the right of 
citizens to seek compensation. 
There stands out one major p1'oblem with Articles 5 and 41 of 
the State Constitution as in regard to administrative law and judi-
cial review， and so a1so in this matter with the State Constitution 
as such. This is that the terms of the articles set out principles that 
1'e1ate to administrative law and judicial 1'eview and that， in doing 
so， provide a basis in constitutional law for administrative 1aw and 
judicial review， but with the principles as set out in fact falling 
short of being rendered as principles of administrative law and judi輔
cia1 review that are fully 1'ealized in form such that they possess a 
particularized determination as in relation to other parts of 1aw. 
The accountability of state organs and their personne1 under law 
and the presence of procedures and remedies for giving effect to thi日
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accountability: these are certainly to be acknowledged as principles 
essential to administrative law and the judicial review procedure. 
Even so， they are at the same time principles that underlie the civil 
law and the criminal law， and the procedures governing them， as in 
relation to the state organs and their personnel， and yet with there 
being nothing about the principles that， in and of themselves， 
serves to identiちTthem as principles specific to administrative law 
and judicial review as comprising a part of law which is to be differ-
entiated from civillaw and criminallaw. 
This is a crucial consideration in assessing the constitutional 
law as a basis for administrative law and judicial review. As we 
shall explain in Part 3， the civil law and the criminal law in the 
PRC are recognized to have application to state organs and their 
personnel. Thus it is that state organs are assumed to bear civil li-
abilities in respect of citizens and other parties， and so in principle 
to be capable of being proceeded against through the courts in ac幽
cordance with the civil procedure. Further， the personnel of the 
state organs are assumed加 becapable of involvement in criminal 
acts， a呂田 with co町uptpractices， and thus to be subject to the 
criminal procedure for the purposes of their investigation and their 
prosecution and punishment through the courts. As against this， 
there is the administrative law， which is related to the civil law and 
the criminallaw， but which is nevertheless distinct仕omthem as to 
the context of its application. For the administrative law is con-
cerned strictly with the proper exercise of powers by the adminis-
trative authorities， and with this carrying no necessary implication 
of civil wrong or criminal misconduct on the part of the authorities 
or their personnel. As to the judicial review procedure， this is di-
rected， in the matter of form and remedies， tothe effecting of al-
terations at the level of administrative action. To be sure， the proce-
dure， once set in operation， may result in compensation awards that 
have the aspect of civil damages， as it may result also in the bring司
ing of criminal charges against officials. However， this is not essen-
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tial to the procedure as to its objects， oras to its character as an ad-
judicative procedure. The distinctness of administrative Iaw and its 
de貧ningjudicial review procedure， as involving a quite specific form 
of legal order釘ldrestriction applying to state institutions and state 
officials， issomething that is left inadequately unaccounted for as 
within the terms of the State Constitution. To understand the dis-
tinctness of administrative Iaw and judicial review， as to仕leperiod 
prior to the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989， itis necessary 
to turn away from the constitutional law and towards the statutes 
and administrative legal instruments that， aswe shall now treat of 
them， stand as explicit legal source materials for the procedure for 
the judicial review of administrative action. 
?????
2. Laws and Regulations 
The legal source materials that we here examine in∞nnection with 
judicial review include both laws and regulations. The former訂 e
the laws that have the status of statutes that are enacted by the 
National People's Congress and issued through the decree of the 
State President. The regulations comprise administrative re郡1latory
measures that have authentic legal force and standing although 
lacking the status of laws proper， and that are created through the 
acts of the departments of the state government as in ac氾ordance
with the form and substance of the legislation adopted by the Na-
tional People's Congress and frequently with a view to giving imple-
mental e偽 ctto this. The laws and regulations examined are dis-
cussed in chronological sequence， and they are linked together in 
the following respects: first， they al predate the enactment of the 
Administrative Procedure Law in April 1989; second， they al pro-
vide for the conferring of legal powers on particular administrative 
authorities; third， they al make explicit provision for the exercise of 
the specified powers by the administrative authorities concerned旬
九
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be made subject to judicial review as in line with what we have de-
scribed to be the principles of the administrative procedure. As to 
the form of the presentation of the legal sou1'ce materials， this in 
the main involves the following elements: the explanation of the 
subject-matter of the various laws and regulations; the identifica幽
tion of the parlicular administrative authorities to which the laws 
and regulations make reference; the specification of the functions 
and powers assigned to the administrative authorities and the scope 
of these functions and powers as in relation to the designated sub-
stantive tasks and functions of administration; the detailed re-
hearsal of those parts of the laws and regulations where there is 
confirmation of the subjection of the administrative authorities to 
the judicial review procedure、andso also confirmation of the co行か
sponding right of ordinary citizens and other parties to avail them-
selves of this p1'ocedu1'e. Through this presentation， as it is envis-
aged， there will be brought out not only the positive legal basis of 
the judicial review procedure， but in addition to this the ful extent 
of the reach and application of the system of administrative law in 
the PRC as such. 
2(a). Exposition of Selected Legal Source Materials 
i. Maritime Traffic Safety Law of the People's Republic of 
China (2 September 1983) 
The Maritime Traffic Safety Law of the People's Repub1ic of China 
was adopted at the 2nd Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 
6th National People's Congress on 2 September 1983y31 The law 
compri呂田 53 articles that are o1'ganized in 12 separate chapters， 
and with Chapte1' 10 (Articles 44-47) setting out the p1'inciples that 
govern the legal liabilities of the pa1'ties concerned unde1' the terms 
of the law and here providing fo1' the judicial review of the acts of 
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designated administrative authorities. The law has as 
subject-matter the safety of maritime traffic， and i旬 definingcon・
偲 rnsinclude出econtrol of maritime traffic， the safety of maritime 
vessels， maritime installations， human life and related property， 
and the legitimate rights and interests of the state (Article 1). The 
application of the law extends to al maritime vessels and installa-
tions and their personnel， and to the owners and managers of such 
vessels and installations， asoperate within the coastal waters of the 
PRC (Article 2). As to the administrative authorities that are desig-
nated as being responsible for the regulation and supervision of 
maritime tra節csafety in the coastal waters of the PRC， these訂 e
the port superintendency bureaux of the PRC (Article 3). The func-
tions and powers assigned to the administrative authorities under 
the terms of the Maritime Ttaffic Safety Law are various， and they 
are exercised in the following contexts as covered under the terms 
its the 
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of the law: the inspection and registration of maritime vessels 
(Chapter 2， Articles 4-5); the personnel of maritime vessels and in-
stallations (Chapter 3， Articles 6・9);the navigation， berthing and 
operations of maritime vessels and installations (Chapter 4， Articles 
10-19); the maintenance of general maritime safety protection 
(Chapter 5， Articles 20・.31);the maritime transportation of danger-
ous goods (Chapter 6， Articles 32・33);the organization of rescues at 
sea (Chapter 7， Articles 34・39);the salvage and removal of sunken 
and drifting objects (Chapters 8， Articles 40・41);the investigation of 
maritime tra出caccidents (Chapter 9， Articles 42-43). 
To illustrate the range of the functions and powers belonging to 
the port superintendency bureaux， as the designated administrative 
authorities， the following examples are set out. As to the navigation， 
berthing and operations of maritime vessels and installations， itis 
provided that the administrative authorities have powers to inspect 
al vessels sailing on intemational routes which enter制ldleave the 
ports of the PRC (Article 12). Similarly， the administrative authori-
ties町 eempowered to prohibit maritime vessels釘ldinstallations 
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from leaving port， and to order the suspension of voyages， the al-
teration of routes and the cessation of operations， as in cases such 
as where there is a violation of the laws or administrative rules and 
re伊llationsof the PRC or where there is a likelihood of the endan-
gering of maritime廿a血csafety (Article 19). In the matter of the 
maritime transportation of dangerous goods， itis provided that the 
vessels involved in this are to operate only subject to the approval 
of the administrative authorities (Article 33). With maritime res-
cues， itis provided that the administrative authorities are responsi-
ble for organizing rescue operations on their receiving distress calls， 
and that they have powers of command in respect of al maritime 
vessels and installations in the vicinity ofsea rescue operations (Ar-
ticle 38). As to the salvage and removal of sunken and drifting ob-
jects， itis provided that the administrative authorities are to ap-
prove the salvage of sunken vessels or sunken objects within the 
coastal waters of the PRC (Article 41). Finally， there is the matter 
of the investigation of maritime tra伍caccidents. Here， itis laid 
down that the administrative authorities町 eempowered to investi-
gate maritime traffic accidents， and that they are， for出epurposes 
of their investigations， tobe fumished with a ful and truthful ac-
count of such accidents by the parties to them. In addition， itis laid 
down that it belongs to the administrative authorities to establish 
the actual causes of accidents and to apportion blame and responsi-
bility among the parties. (Articles 42-43). 
The chapter of the Maritime Traffic Safety Law that sets out 
the principles of legal liability， as relating to the parties a貨国tedby 
it， makes reference 加 theadministrative sanctions and penalties 
that are available to the administrative authorities in the enforcing 
of the provisions of the law. Here and in specific terms， itis stipu-
lated that the administrative authorities are empowered to apply to 
parties that violate the law the following administrative sanctions 
and penalties: wamings; the withholding or the revocation of official 
work certificates; fines (Article 44). The application of the adminis-
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t1'ative sanctions and penalties as 1'eferred to involves the acts of 
administrative authorities， and it is these acts that serve to give eι 
fect and substance to the various administrative functions and pow-
e1's that， as with the examples that we have picked out， a1'e essen-
tial to the p1'ope1' regulation and supervision of the ma1'itime t1'afic 
safety sphe1'e in a1 its diffe1'ent aspects. Hence it is of pa1'ticula1' 
consequence that parties a1'e conceded to have the right to appeal to 
the people's cou1'ts inむhallengeto the application of administrative 
sanctions and penalties by the administl'ative autho1'ities. Fo1' this 
means that， fo1' al p1'actical pu1'poses， the diffe1'ent administrative 
functions and powe1's that al'e involved in the business of the 1'egu-
lation of ma1'itime tl'affic safety a1'e made subject to the cont1'ol of 
the people's courts. This cont1'ol by the people's cou1't has the p1'o四-
dural fo1'm of the judicial 1'eview of administ1'ative action. Thus as it 
is stated， the parties that will not accept the withholding 01' 1'evoca僻
tion of official wo1'k ce1'tificates 01' the imposition of fines， as o1'de1'ed 
by the 1'elevant administ1'ative autho1'ities， a1'e pe1'mitted to b1'ing 
p1'oceedings against the autho1'ities in the people's cou1'ts as within 
15 days of 1'eceiving notification of the administ1'ative sanctions and 
penalties concerned. In addition to this， howeve1'， the administl'ative 
autho1'ities may apply to the people's cou1't to secure the compulsol'y 
enfo1'cement of administ1'ative sanctions and penalties， as in cases 
whe1'e the parties fail eithe1' to file suit in the people's cou1'ts 01' to 
comply with the te1'ms of the sanctions and penalties as o1'de1'ed也
(Article 45).141 
i. Pharmaceutical Administration Law of the People's Re. 
public of China (20 September 1984) 
The Pha1'maceutical Administ1'ation Law of the People's Republic of 
China was adopted at the 7th Meeting of the Standing Committee 
of the 6th National People's Congress on 20 Septembe1' 1984.15 The 
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law comprises 60 articles， which are organized in the form of eleven 
separate chapters. The concern of the law is the regulation of the 
pharmaceutical industry， and with its substantive objectives lying 
with the supervision and control of pharmaceuticals， the mainte静
nance of their quality and improvement of their curative effects， the 
securing of general safety with medicines and so the protection of 
the public health (Article 1). The principal administrative authority 
designated as being responsible for pharmaceuticals is specified in 
Article 2 as the Department of Health under the State Council. 
However， the provisions of the law provide that authority is also to 
be exercised， as relative to jurisdiction， through the departments of 
health established at the various sub-central levels of government 
and administration. The administrative tasks and functions relating 
to pharmaceuticals confirmed in the law are set out in detail under 
the following heads: the regulation of the pharmaceutical manufac-
turing enterprises (Chapter 2， Articles 4-9); the regulation of the 
pharmaceutical trading enterprises (Chapter 3， Articles 10-15); the 
regulation of the supply of pharmaceuticals at medical facilities 
(Chapter 4， Articles 16・20);the general regulation of pharmaceuti幽
cals (Chapter 5， Articles 21・35);the regulation of the packaging and 
repackaging of pharmaceutical products (Chapter 6， Articles 36-38); 
the regulation of pharmaceuticals that are subject to special strict 
controls (Chapter 7， Articles 39-40); the regulation of trademarks 
and advertising in relation to pharmaceutical products (Chapter 8， 
Articles 41-44); the supervision of pharmaceuticals (Chapter 9， Arti-
cles 45-49). 
The functions and powers of the administrative authorities deト
ignated under the terms of the Pharmaceutical Administration Law 
include those to do with the issuing of licences. Thus it is provided 
that the establishing of pharmaceutical manufacturing enterprises 
requires application for formal approval from the departments of 
health of the particular provinces， autonomous regions or munici-
palities directly under the centraI government in which the appli-
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cant enterprises町 elocated. The form of this approval is that of the 
issuing of pharmaceutical manufacturer licences， and the possession 
of such licences by pharmaceutical manufacturing en旬rprisesis the 
condition for their being granted business licences by the depart-
ments for industηand commerce which have appropriate jurisdic樺
tion. (Article 4). There are similar provisions relating to the issuing 
of pharmaceutical trading enterprise licences by departments of 
health to parties applying for establishment as pharmaceutical 
trading en旬rprises(Article 10). The departments of health at the 
di宣erentlevels of jurisdiction are also responsible for the examina-
tion and approval of medical facilities where pharmaceuticals are 
held and used in medicinal preparations， and for the issuing of dis-
pensing licences 加 suchfacilities (Article 17). As a further case， the 
departments of health at the different levels of jurisdiction are re-
sponsible for the issuing of formal documentary approval certifica-
tion in respect of the clinical testing and verification of new medi輔
cines (Article 21)， and in respect of the putting into production of 
new medicines (Article 22). To support the administtative controls 
over the pharmaceuticals sector that are implicit in the licensing 
powers as here referred to， itis provided that the departments of 
health at or above the jurisdictional level of the counties are em-
powered to establish agencies for the administration and inspection 
of pharmaceuticals (Article 45). The inspectorates so established are 
charged with specific responsibilities in the matter of the supenル
sion and quality testing of pharmaceutical products in the manufac-
turing enterprises， the trading enterprises and the dispensing facili-
ties which pertain to the pharmaceutical sector (Article 47). 
The licensing powers belonging to the administrative authori-
ties that regulate the pharmaceutical sector are intended to ensure 
the maintenance of proper standards with pharmaceutical products， 
and with their manufacture and distribution. Closely related to the 
licensing powers are the powers that are assigned to the designated 
administrative authorities in respect of administrative sanctions 
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and penalties for breaches of the provisions of the Pharmaceutical 
Administration Law. These powers are set out in Chapter 10 (Arti-
cles 50・56)of the law， where there are detailed the basic principles 
for legal liabilities to do with the regulation of the pharmaceutical 
sector. Thus it is provided in Article 50 that parties that manufac・町
ture or trade in bogus medicines are to have their products and 
profits confiscated， and to be subject to fines. In addition， such par-
ties are liable to be ordered to cease their manufacturing and com-
mercial operations pending correction， and to su貸erthe revocation 
of their pharmaceutical manufacturer licences， pharmaceutical trad-
ing enterprise licences or pharmaceutical dispensing licences as ac-
cording to the nature of the particular cases at issue. In cases of bo-
gus medicines that endanger public health， the parties responsible 
are to be subject to criminal investigation and punishment. In Arti-
cle 51，出ereare identical administrative sanctions and penalties 
stipulated as applying to parties that produce or trade in medicines 
of inferior standard. It is provided further that in cases where par-
ties produce or trade in medicines， or dispense medicinal prepara-
tions， but hold no valid licences， then they町 eto be ordered to 
cease their various manufacturing， commercial and dispensing op-
erations， tosurrender their products and profits and， ifappropriate， 
to pay fines (Article 52). Finally， there is the provision that parties 
that violate any other pa此sof the law that relate to the manufac-
ture and trade in pharmaceuticals are to be issued with official 
W町出ngs，or to have宣nesimposed on them (Article 53). 
In the terms ofthe Pharmaceutical Administration Law， the de-
cision to impose administrative sanctions and penalties is a matter 
for the departments of health， as the relevant administrative 
authorities， at or above the county level jurisdiction (save in excep-
tional cases， such as those to do with in脳ngementsof advertising 
standards， where decisions are to be made by the departments for 
industry and commerce). In addition to this， itis stipulated that de剛
cisions on administrative sanctions and penalties， as involving the 
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suspension of manufacturing and trading operations and the revoca-
tion of licences， are to be submitted by the relevant departments of 
health to the local people's government authorities at the corre-
sponding level for final decision. (Article 54). Going beyond the ju-
risdiction of the loca1 people's government authorities， however， 
there stand the peop1e's courts. These are recognized， as under the 
terms of the law， tohave powers of judicial review in re1ation to the 
imposing of administrative sanctions and penaltie日， and so it is that， 
on account of this， the people's courts are understood to exercise ju-
risdiction over the machinery of administration as it concerns the 
regulation of the pharmaceutical sector. Thus it is provided that 
parties that are not prepared 加 acceptthe decisions of the adminis暢
trative authorities on administrative sanctions and pena1ties are 
ab1e to challenge these， as through the bringing of a challenge in 
the people's courts within 15 days following their receiving of notifi-
cation of the decisions， but with the proviso that the parties are 
bound to act with immediate effect on such decisions of the admin回
istrative authorities as concern the control of pharmaceuticals. As 
against this， it is also provided that the administrative authorities 
may apply to the people's courts for the enforcement of administraω 
tive sanctions and penalties where these are neither complied with 
by the parties， nor appealed against by the parties to the jurisdic-
tion of the people's courts. (Article 55).1161 
ii. Regulations of the People's Republic of China on the Con. 
trol of the Dumping of Wastes at Sea (6 March 1985) 
The State Council promulgated the Regulations of the People's Re舗
public of China on the Control of the Dumping of Wastes at Sea on 
6 March 1985， 1日1and with the intention that the regulations as set 
out were to give implementa1 effect to the Marine Environment Pro-
tection Law of the People's Republic of China which had been 
??????????
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adopted at the 24th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 5th 
National People's Congress on 23 August 1982.1凶 Theregu1ations 
comprise 24 articles， with two annexes specifying the substances 
whose dumping is to be prohibited or to be made subject to strict 
controls. The purpose of the regulations lies with the control of the 
dumping of waste substances in the oceans， and this in order to pre町
vent marine environmenta1 pollution， to preserve the marine eco・
logical balance， tomaintain marine resources and to facilitate the 
development of the marine potential (Article 1). As to the relevant 
administrative authorities， these are designated to be the National 
Oceanographic Administration and its subordinate departmental 
agencies (Article 4). The principal functions and powers of the aι 
ministrative authorities， and hence also the principal modes for the 
regulation of waste dumping at sea， concern the processing of appli司
cations for permission to dump wastes and the issuing of dumping 
permits (Articles 6， 10)， the verification and supervision of permit司
ted dumping activities (Articles 12・14)，and the monitoring of ma-
rine environmental pollution， the punishment of the parties causing 
it， the determining of the due compensations and the supervision of 
al related cleaning up operations (Articles 17-19). 
The administrative authorities responsible for the control of the 
dumping of wastes at sea are assigned powers to impose adminis司
tr叫 ivesanctions and penalties for the violating of the terms and 
provisions of the regulations. The administrative sanctions and pen-
alties concerned are detailed in Article 20， where they are set out in 
accordance with their severity as relative to the seriousness of the 
offences to which they have application. 80， for example， warnings 
or fines of 2，000 Yuan or 1ess apply to such minor offences as the 
forging of inspection reports on wastes， whereas fines ranging from 
20，000 to 100，000 Yuan are available to be imposed with such major 
offences as the dumping of wastes at sea without 0伍cialpermission 
or， where permission is obtained， the failure to dump wastes in con岨
formity with the actua1 terms of dumping permits and in the actual 
????????????
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dumping areas as specified therein. In addition， parties that in vio-
lation of the regulations thereby cause pollution to the marine envi-
ronment are liable to be wamed or fined by the relevant adminis-
trative authorities， and in the case of pollution damage resulting in 
destruction of property， personal injuries or fatalities， then the par-
ties involved are to be subject to criminal investigation and punish-
ment (Article 21).τ'he powers of the administrative authorities to 
impose administrative sanctions and penalties are significant， here， 
for the reason that it is recognized in the regulations that affected 
parties are entitled to challenge the administrative authorities 
through application to the people's courts for judicial review of the 
decisions on administrative sanctions and penalties. Thus it is pro-
vided that parties that do not accept decisions on administrative 
sanctions and penalties， asmade by the administrative authorities， 
may bring a challenge in the people's courts within 15 days of their 
having written notification of the decisions in question. This， how-
ever， remains subject to the proviso that the administrative authori-
ties may themselves apply to the people's courts for enforcement of 
their decisions， asin conditions where the affected parties neither 
comply nor initiate applications to the people's cou此s.(Article 22). 
iv. Grassland Law of the People's Republic of China (18 June 
????
19邸)
The Grassland Law of the People's Republic of China was originally 
adopted at the 11出 Meetingof the Standing Committee of the 6th 
National People's Congress on 18 June 1985.1瑚 Thelaw in this its 
original version has now been superseded by a revised and enlarged 
version， which was adopted at the 31st Meeting of the Standing 
Committee of the 9th National People's Congress on 28 December 
2002.1201 It is the Grassland Law as in its 1985 form that is of con-
cem to us here， and in this version the law comprised 23 articles 
J¥、
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which were not as such arranged in separate chapters. As for the 
subject-matter of the 1aw， this was stated to lie， of course， with the 
grasslands in the territory of the PRCヲandwith its substantive pur-
poses， as stated， including the preservation， management and devel-
opment of the grasslands， their efficient utilization， the preservation 
and improvement of the ecological environment， and the moderniza刷
tion of animal husbandry (Article 1). As for the administrative 
authorities charged with the exercising of powers in respect of the 
grasslands， these were stated to be the Department of Farming and 
Animal Husbandry， ascoming under the 8tate Council， and the de-
partmental organs of farming and animal husbandry of the 10ca1 
people's governments at and above the county level. The Depart-
ment of Farming and Animal Husbandry was designated as being 
responsible for grass1ands administration on the national plane， 
while the local people's government authorities were designated as 
being responsible for grass1ands administration in their respective 
jurisdictions. (Article 3). 
A wide range of administrative functions and powers， as re1at剛
ing to the gTasslands， are to be found set out in the provisions of 
the 1985 Grassland Law，設ndthese are in the main functions and 
powers that were assigned to the administrative authorities at the 
relevant levels of the local people's governments. 80， for example， it
was provided that the loca1 people's government authorities at the 
county leveJ 01' above were responsible for the registration of grass帽
lands， and fo1' the issuing of certificates to the appropriate parties 
for the purposes of establishing the rights of the latter in the own凶
ership and the use of the grasslands so registered (Article 4). Then 
again， itwas provided that the local people's government authorι 
tie日atthe county level or above were to have functions and powers 
in the resolution of disputes among claimant parties as to the rights 
of ownership and use in respect of the grasslands (Article 6). Other 
functions and powers falling to the local people's government 
authorities included the following: the surveying of grassland re岨
????????????
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sources肌 dthe formulating of plans for the development of animal 
husbandry (ArticIe 8); the enforcement of restrictions on land recla-
mation and the destruction of grasslands (Article 10); the eradica-
tion of grassland pests and mice (Article 13); the prevention and 
treatment of endemic diseases among livestock and of diseases con-
tracted commonly by humans邸ldby livestock in the grassland ar-
eas (Article 14). 
The functions and powers of the administrative authorities as 
designated in the provisions of the 1985 Grassland Law that relate 
to the matter of judicial review were those which concerned the im-
posing of administrative sanctions and penalties. Thus it was pro-
vided that in conditions where rights of ownership in grasslands or 
rights in their use were in企inged，then the aggrieved parties were 
able to apply to the people's courts or to make application for reme-
dies加 thefarming and animal husbandry departments of the rele-
vant local people's governments at the county level or above. The 
latter administrative authorities were assigned powers to order the 
parties responsible for the rights violations to desist from this， and 
旬 makepayment in compensation to the aggrieved parties. (Article 
18). It was provided further that the farming and animal husbandry 
departments of the local people's governments at the county level or 
above were to act to prevent parties that sought to reclaim grass-
lands， as contrary to the terms of the law， through exercising the 
powers to order the malefactors to desist from reclamation and to 
restore the original state of vegetation， and also， where cases were 
serious， through the imposition of fines (Article 19). As a final ex幽
ample， itwas provided that in the event that grassland vegetation 
came to be damaged as in contravention of the terms of the law， 
then either the township-Ievel local people's governments or the 
farming and animal husbandry department目。fthe local people's 
governments at the county level or above， as the relevant adminis-
trative authorities， were to have the powers to restrain the offend-
ing parties and to compel them to restore the original state of vege・
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tation and to make compensation for the losses caused (Article 20). 
1n qualification to the terms of Articles 18-20， itwas expressly 
provided in Article 21 that the powers relating to the imposition of 
fines and the ordering of compensation， as belonging to the admin剛
istrative authorities， were subject to challenge through the people's 
courts. Thus it was laid down that if parties were unable to accept 
decisions relating to fines and compensations as issued by the re1e-
vant farming and anima1 husbandηdepartments of the local peo-
ple's government authorities， oras issued by the local peop1e's gov司
ernment authorities at the township leve1， then the parties con-
cerned were to have the right to initiate proceedings in challenge to 
the decisions through the appropriate people's courts and with the 
right to be exercised within one month of receiving notification on 
the fines and compensation orders at issue. At the same time， it
was laid down that if parties neither made payment for fines or 
compensation， nor filed challenges to the decisions on these， then 
the relevant administrative authorities were themselves able to ap-
ply to the people's courts for the enforcement of the fines and com-
pensation orders. As it will be clear， the right granted in the 1985 
Grass1and Law to parties to apply to the people's courts in chal-
lenge to administrative decisions on fines and compensations stood 
as a right to apply for the judicia1 review of administrative action， 
and a right that presupposedラasmuch as it was understood to occa幽
sion when it was exercised， the subjection of the administrative 
authorities to the jurisdiction of the peop1e's courts. [21 
v. Metrology Law of the People's Republic of China (6 Sep. 
tember 1985) 
The Metro1ogy Law of the People's Repub1ic of China was adopted 
at the 12th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 6th N ationa1 
Peop1e's Congress on 6 September 1985.121 There are 35 articles 
人
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making up the law， and these are present怠din the form of six sepa-
rate chapters. The concem of the law lies with the regulation of me圃
trological standards and the maintenance of uniformity in the na-
tional system of units of measurement， and this with the purpose of 
contributing to the general development of production， trade and 
science and technology as in accordance with the requirements of 
socialist modernization (Article 1). The responsible administrative 
authorities that are designated in the law are the Metrological Ad-
ministr叫iveDepartment under the State Council， as exercising cen-
tralized supervision of metrological work throughout the PRC， and 
the metrological administrative departments of the local people's 
govemment bodies at or above the county level， which are to exer-
cise supervision over metrological work within their various juris胴
dictions (Article 4). The tasks and functions of the designated ad-
ministrative authorities， as according to the heads of the relevant 
chapters of the law， are as follows: the establishment of primary 
stand訂 dsof measurement and the verification of public standards 
of measurement (Chapter 2， Articles 5・11);the regulation of meas・
uring instruments (Chapter 3， Articles 12・18);the general supervi-
sion ofmetrological standards (Chapter 4， Articles 19・22).
官lemost basic of the powers belonging to the administrative 
authorities are those to do with primaηstandards of measurement 
and metrological verification.官lUSthe Metrological Administrative 
Department of the State Council is empowered to establish primary 
standards of measurement with nationwide application (Article 5). 
At the same time， the metrological administrative departments of 
the local people's govemments are empowered to establish public 
standards of measurement， but subject to their con自rmationby the 
administrative authorities at the next superior level of jurisdiction 
(Article 6). As to metrological verification， the administrative 
authorities at the level of the local people's govemments are respon-
sible for the compulsorγverification of measurement standards in 
use in the differ官 ltinstitutional contexts. In this matter， the ad-
じ
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ministrative authorities concerned are required to conduct them-
selves in accordance with the national system of metrological verifi-
cation， and the regulations relating to the system， as maintained by 
the Metrological Administrative Department of the State Council. 
(Articles 9・10).In addition to these powers， there are the powers 
that the administrative authorities exercise in the regulation of 
measuring ins七I'uments，or， more specifically， the administrative 
powers that are exercised in relation to the commercial aspects of 
metrological standards. Here， the administrative authorities at the 
level of the local people's governments are required to inspect such 
enterprises and institutions as propose to engage in the manufac-
ture 01' repair of measuring in白truments，and， ifsatisfied with their 
inspections， to issue licences fo1' manufacturing measuring instru-
ments 01' licences for repairing measuring instruments as appropri開
ate. The licence日thusissued are essential qualifications for the en-
terprises and institutions concerned to receive business licences 
from the relevant administ1'ative departments for industry and com-
merce. (Article 12). As further cases， the met1'ological administra-
tive departments of the local people's governments at the provincial 
level are r叫uiredto approve al newly manufactured types of meas-
uring instruments before they are put into production (Article 13)， 
while the met1'ological administI前ivedepartments of the local peo曲
ple's governments at 01' above the coun勾 levela1'e 1'equi1'ed to test 
the quality of such measu1'ing instruments as a1'e manufactu1'ed 01' 
1'epaired by ente1'prises 01' institutions (A1'ticle 15). 
The Met1'ology Law rnakes 1'eference to a variety of ci1'cum-
stances in which the de白ignatedadministrative authorities are 1'e事
qui1'ed to impose administ1'ative邑anctionsand penalties， ino1'de1' to 
give effect toもheregulatory 1'egime fo1' met1'ological standa1'ds 
which the Jaw desc1'ibes. These ci1'cumstances a1'e desc1'ibed in 
Chapte1' 5 ¥A1'ticles 23-32)， where the legal liabilities fo1' the parties 
subject to ihe law are stated. So， for example， it1S he1'e provided 
that comme1'cial parties that manufactu1'e 01' 1'epai1' measu1'ing in-
???????????
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struments， but without the requisite licence for manufacturing or 
repairs， are to be ordered 加 ceasetheir production or business op-
erations and to suffer the confiscation of profits and the possible im-
position of fines (Article 23). The confiscation of profits and the im-
position of fines are also prescribed as the administrative sanctions 
and penalties that訂 eto be applied in respect of p町 tiesthat manu-
facture or sel new types of measuring instruments which have not 
been test忍dand approved as to quality (Article 24). The same is so 
in respect of parties that manufacture， repair or sel measuring in-
struments which are below standard (Article 25)， and parties that 
use sub-standard measuring instruments or impair the accuracy of 
measuring instruments in conditions which result in financial loss 
to the state and to consumers (Articles 26-27). The power to impose 
administrative sanctions and penalties in these and other cases be-
longs to the metrological administrative departments of the local 
people's governments at or above the county level (ArticIe 31). It is 
also provided that in the matter of the application of administrative 
sanctions and penalties， the administrative authorities remain sub-
ject to challenge by the affected parties as through the procedure of 
judicial review， and with this working to have the effect of preserv-
ing the control of the people's courts over the administrative ma-
chinery established for the regulation of metrological standards. 
Thus it is confirmed in Article 32 that parties who are not prepared 
to accept the decisions of the administrative authoritie日onthe ap-
plication of administrative sanctions and penalties have the right， 
as within 15 days of receiving noti伍cationof the decisions， tobring 
proceedings in the people's court in challenge of the decisions.1231 
vi. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Control of 
the Entry and Exit of Aliens (22 November 1985) 
????
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try and Exit of Aliens was adopted at the 13th Meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the 6th National People's Congress on 22 
November 1985.[241 The law comprises 35 articles that are divided 
into eight separate chapters， and its substantive concern lies with 
the control and regulation of aliens who are entering， passing 
through and leaving the territory of the PRC and with those aliens 
who町 eresident and travelling therein (A此icle1). The administra-
tive authorities that are designated in the law as being responsible 
for aliens are， for related business overseas， the embassies， consular 
o伍cesand other such agencies as authorized by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs， and， for related business conducted within the PRC， 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Public Security 
together with their subordinate departmental organs at the local 
levels of government and administration (Chapter 6， Article 25). 
The essential principle of the law is that aliens require lawful per-
missions from the appropriate administrative authorities in order to 
enter， pass through or reside within the PRC. This principle is ap幽
plied in the contexts referred to in the heads of the chapters of the 
law as follows: the entry of aliens into the PRC (Chapter 2， Articles 
6-12); the residence of aliens in the PRC (Chapter 3， Article 13-19); 
the travel of aliens within the PRC (Chapter 4， Articles 20-21); the 
exit of aliens from the PRC (Chapter 5， Articles 22-24). 
permissions extended to aliens by the administrative 
authorities have the form of official documents， and it is the issuing 
of such documents that stands as the principal function and power 
of the administrative authorities in relation to the control of aliens. 
The 
Thus it is provided that aliens proposing to enter the PRC are re-
quired to apply for and to be issued with visas from embassies， con圃
sular offices and other overseas agencies of the PRC (Article 6). As 
for aliens resident in the PRC， these require identification docu-
ments and residenωpermits as issued by the agencies of the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs and the Ministηof Public Security as the 
relevant administrative authorities (Article 13)， and with the proper 
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certification being required also of aliens travelling within the PRC 
(Article 20) or leaving its territory (Article 22). In addition to this， 
there are the administrative sanctions and penalties that are the 
subject-matter of Chapter 7 (Articles 29-30). These are stated in Ar-
ticle 29 to apply印 alienswho act in violation of the provisions of 
the law， as when， for example， aliens by virtue of lacking the valid 
and proper documentation make illegal entries into the PRC or es-
tablish illegal residence therein. The administrative sanctions and 
penalties concerned are to be applied by the public security depart-
mental organs at or above the county level， and they are to have 
the form of warnings， fines or detentions for not more than ten days 
(and with serious cases being referred for criminal investigation). 
The powers of the public security departmental organs to impose 
administrative sanctions and penalties are real and effective. How働
ever， it is to be emphasized that under the terms of the law it is 
confirmed that they are to remain subject to the control of the peo・
ple's courts. Thus it is stipulated in Article 29 that aliens who are 
issued with fines or detention orders by public security departmen-
tal organs have the right to challenge these within 15 days of re-
ceipt of notification， either through appeal to higher level public se舗
curity departmental organs for administrative reconsideration or 
through a direct application to the people's courts for judicial review 
of the fines and detention orders in question. 
vII. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Control of 
the Exit and Entry of Citizens (22 November 1985) 
As with the law on aliens that we have just examined， the Law of 
the People's Republic of China on the Control of the Exit and Entry 
of Citizens was adopted at the 13th Meeting of the Standing Com-
mittee of the 6th National People's Congress on 22 November 
1985.12nl The law comprises 20 articles organized in the form of six 
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chap旬rs，and it is directed to the proper regulation of the廿avelof
citizens 合omand back to the PRC. The administrative authorities 
that町'eresponsible for the foreign travel訂 rangementsof citizens 
for oficial business are the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its sub-
ordinate departmental organs at the 1∞:al levels of government and 
administration， while the private foreign travel of citizens is a mat-
ter for the Ministry of Public Security and its subordinate depart耐
mental organs at the local levels of government and administration 
(Chapter 4， Artic1e 12). 
The essentia1 condition for the traveI of citizens of the PRC， for 
the purposes of the law， isthe possession of valid passpo抗sand of 
such certificates of 0田ciaIapproval for travel as are subject to issue 
by the administrative authorities. The different aspects of this con-
dition are set out in the provisions relating to the exit of citizens 
企omthe PRC (Chapter 2， Articles 5・9)，and in those relating to 
their entry into the PRC (Chapter 3， Articles 10・1).In addition， it
is stipulated that the administrative authorities have the powers to 
impose administrative sanctions and penalties on parties that vio・
late the provisions of the law (Chapter 5， Artic1es 14-16). This is o 
with illegal entries into and departures from the PRC， and with the 
falsification and alteration of entry and exit documentation. Here， 
the offending parties are liable to warnings， fines or detentions of 
not more than ten days to be issued by the relevant public security 
departmental organs， and with serious cases to be referred for 
criminal investigation. (Article 14). In this， however，出epublic se楓
curity departmental organs remain subject to the control of the peo・
ple's courts.τ'hus it is provided that a佐ctedparties may challenge 
detention orders issued by public security departmental organs， as 
within 15 days of notification， either through seeking administra-
tive reconsideration by a higher level public security departmental 
organ or through the making of a direct application to the appropri-
ate local people's courts for judicial review (Article 15).1捌
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viii. Law of the People's Republic of China on Frontier 
Health and Quarantine (2 December 1986) 
The Law of the People's Republic of China on Frontier Health and 
Quarantine was adopted at the 18th Meeting of the Standing Com-
mittee of the 6th National People's Congress on 2 December 1986.127J 
The law is made up of 28 articles which are organized in the form 
of six chapters. As旬 thedefining purpose of the law， this lies with 
the supervision of the national territorial frontiers in order to pre-
vent infectious diseases企omspreading into or out 仕omthe PRC 
(Article 1). The principal administrative authorities named in the 
law as being responsible for 合ontierhealth and quarantine matters 
are the Department of Health under the State Council and the de副
pa此mentsof health at the local levels of government and admini-
stration. As well as these administrative authorities， there are the 
企ontierhealth and quarantine agencies that are to be established 
at the main仕'Ontierports， such as the intemational seapo吋s，air-
ports and entry ports at land frontiers and boundary rivers. The 
frontier health and quarantine agencies are subject to the direction 
of the appropria旬 departmentsof health， and it is these adminis-
trative bodies that exercise the powers relating to what are speci-
伍edin the law as the basic tasks and functions of administration 
????
that are bound up with企'Ontierhealth and quarantine. These町 e
stated to be as follows， as per the heads of the relevant chapters of 
the law: quarantine inspection (Chapter 2， Articles 7-14); the moni-
toring of infectious diseases (Chapter 3， Articles 15・17);and general 
health supervision (Chapter 4， Articles 18-19). 
The powers belonging to the仕ontierhealth and quarantine 
agencies are extensive. This is so most particularly in respect of 
quarantine inspection. The powers of the administrative authorities， 
here， include the power to require persons and transport convey“ 
ances to submit to quarantine inspection at frontier ports of entry 
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(Article 7) and frontier ports of departure (Article 8). There are also 
the powers to confine in isolation persons found to be suffering from 
infectious diseases subject to quarantine regulations (Article 12)， 
and to sanitize transport conveyances as in cases where they are 
held to be contaminated with infectious diseases subject to quaran-
tine regulations (Article 13). In addition， the frontier health and 
quarantine agencies have the power to impose administrative sanc-
tions and penalties on parties that violate the provisions of the law， 
as is underlined with the statement of the legal liabilities arising 
from the law (Chapter 5， Articles 20・23).The administrative sanc“ 
tions and penalties in question have the form of warnings or fines， 
and they have application to the following acts: the evasion of quar-
antine inspection， and the withholding of the true facts regarding 
health conditions in reports to the administrative authorities; the 
embarkation of persons on or their disembarkation from transport 
conveyances， or the loading on or unloading from the same of arti-
cles such as luggage， atports of entry and ports of departure with幽
out the permission of the relevant frontier health and quarantine 
agencies and contrary to the clear advice of the official personnel. 
(Article 20). Even so， the powers of tl総合ontierhealth and quaran-
tine agencies relating to the administrative sanctions and penalties 
remain subject to the日crutinyof the people's courts， and hence sub-
ject to judicial control as to their exercise. Thus it is provided that 
affected parties that are not prepared to comply with decisions re凶
garding fines as made by frontier and health inspection agencies 
are able， as within 15 days of receiving notification of the decisions， 
to apply for proceedings for the judicial review of the decisions in 
the people's courts (Article 21).1剖!
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ix. Postal Law of the People's Republic of China (2 December 
?????
1986) 
The Postal Law of the People's Republic of China was adopted at 
the 18th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 6出 National
People's Congress on 2 December 1986. [四JThe law comprises 44 ar-
ticles divided into eight separate chapters， and its main purposes 
町 edefined as being the protection of the freedom and privacy of 
postal communications， the facilitating of postal work and the pro-
moting of the development of postal services (Article 1). The princi-
pal administrative authority designated in the law is the Depart-
ment of Postal Services under the State Council， which department 
is charged with the establishing of postal services departments at 
the regional level for the administration of the post and postal serv-
ices throughout the PRC (Article 2). In addition to the regional 
postal services authorities， there are the postal enterprises that are 
established under the auspices of the Department of Postal Services 
under the State Council. The postal enterprises are state enter-
prises subject加 publicownership， and it through these and their 
branch offices that the operational business of the postaI services is 
to be conducted. (Article 3). According to the terms of the Postal 
Law， the postal enterprises as established through the Department 
of Postal Services exercise a monopoly over the postal services in 
the PRC. Thus itis laid down in Article 8 that the posting and the 
delivery of mail and materials having the attributes of mail are 
services that are to be operated by the postal enterprises on a sole 
and exclusive basis， except in circumstances where it is stipulated 
otherwise by the State Council. The monopoly belonging to the 
postal enterprises is unquali伍ed，save that the terms of A抗icle8 do 
permit the postal enterprises， where necessity arises， toauthorize 
other bodies and individuals to act as their agents in the running of 
businesses which belong to the sphere of their exclusive operations. 
d七
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The substantive subject‘matters to do with the postal services 
as treated of in the Postal Law are as per the heads of those of its 
chapters as refer・redto thus: postal enterprises and postal facilities 
(Chapter 2， Articles 10四11);postal bu日inessesand postal rates 
(Chapter 3， Articles 12・19);posting and delivery of mail and related 
materials (Chapter 4， Articles 20骨25);transportation， customs in-
spection and quarantine inspection of mail and related materials 
(Chapter 5， Articles 26-31); compensation for materials lost through 
the postal services (Chapter 6， Articles 32-35); sanctions and penal-
ties for breaches of the law (Chapter 7， Articles 36-40). As to the 
question of the judicial review of administration action as in rela-
tion to the Postal Law， itis to be noted that the law provides for ju目
dicial review in connection with the application of administrative 
sanctions and penalties in respect of violations of Article 8. Thus it 
is provided that parties who， in infringement of the terms of Article 
8， engage in the posting and delivery of mail and materials having 
the attributes of mail are to be ordered to return themail and other 
materials and the fees unlawfully collected from senders and to pay 
fines， and with these administrative sanctions and penalties to be 
imposed by the departments of industry and commerce at the rele-
vant level of local government and administration. In qualification 
of this， the affected parties are recognized to have the right to chal幽
lenge the decisions on administrative sanctions and penalties of the 
departments of industry and commerce concerned， as within 15 
days of receiving notification of the decisions， as through the bring-
ing of proceedings for judicial review before the people's courts. 
There is provision also that the departments of industry and com-
merce may themselves apply to the people's courts for enforcement 
of decisions on administrative sanctions and penalties， as in cases 
where the affected parties neither comply with the decisions at is剛
sue nor apply to the people's CQurts for judicial review. (Article 
40).1301 
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x. Rules on the Implementation of Administrative Penalties 
under the Customs Law of the People's Republic of China (1 
July 1987) 
The State Council approved the Rules on the Implementation of Ad-
ministrative Penalties under the Customs Law of the People's Re-
public of China on 30 June 1987 and with promulgation by the Gerト・
eral Customs Administration following on 1 July 1987.131 The rules 
as set out were intended to give implemental effect to certain of the 
provisions relating to legal obligations contained in the Customs 
Law of the People'日Republicof China， which had been adopted at 
the 19th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 6th National 
People's Congress on 22 January 1987.1321 The rules comprise 36 ar-
ticles， which are formed into five chapters. As to their substantive 
concerns， the rules relate to the administrative sanctions and penal-
ties that have application to acts which do not constitute actual 
crimes of smuggling， to acts constituting crimes of smuggling but 
which are not subject to criminal prosecution and punishment， and 
to acts which infringe regulations to do with the control and super-
vision of the customs (Article 2). The administrative authorities 
whose actions are governed by the rules are the ones as designated 
in the Customs Law. These are the General Customs Administra-
tion of the State Council and， under this body and established by it， 
the customs 0伍cesestablished at the ports and other locations sig-
nificant for customs operations at the different levels of government 
and administration within the PRC. As to the functions and powers 
of the administrative authorities， these are exercised in the contexts 
as referred to in the heads of the main chapters of the rules as foト
lows: acts of smuggling and their punishment (Chapter 2， Articles 
3-8); acts violating the regulations on customs control and the pun欄
ishments for these (Chapter 3， Articles 9-18); procedures for official 
action in cases of smuggling and violations of regulations on cuト
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toms control (Chapter 4， Articles 19・31).
As regarding the issue of the judicial review of administrative 
action， it is the provisions of Chapter 4 of the rules as relating 初
出eadministrative sanctions and penalties for smuggling cases and 
violations of customs control regulations that are worthy of note. It 
is provided that也eadministrative sanctions and penalties for such 
acts are to be decided by the directors of the relevant customs 0ι
fices (Article 19)， and that the administrative sanctions and penal-
ties are to include the impounding of goods and materials and the 
means of transportation (Articles 20・22)，the仕eezingof funds (Arti幽
cle 23) and the imposition of fines on the responsible officials where 
the parties with liabilities are industrial enterprises， institutions， 
state organs or social organizations (Article 24). 
The administrative sanctions and penalties as specified above 
are subject to legal challenge by the affected parties， and the白rms
of challenge are described in Article 26. These include challenges 
that are directed towards the securing through the people's courts 
of judicial review of the actions of the customs 0茄ces，as the desig-
nated administrative authorities. Thus it is provided in Article 26 
that where customs offices decide on the imposition of administra-
tive sanctions and penalties， as relating to smuggling or violations 
of customs control regulations， then the customs offices町 eto issue 
a notification of the decisions concerned to the a品ctedpa此ies.In 
the event that the parties do not accept the decisions， then the par-
ties are able within 30 days of receipt of notification to appeal for 
the decisions to be made subject to administrative reconsideration， 
and with this to be conducted either by the customs offices responsi-
ble for the original decisions or by the customs 0盟cesat the next 
superior level of jurisdiction. It is incumbent on the customs 0伍ces
involved to reach a decision on administrative reconsideration 
within 90 days of their receiving the appeal， and to send a formal 
decision on reconsideration to the applicant parties. In cases where 
the parties subject to administrative sanctions and penalties find 
? ?
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that the decision on administrative reconsideration remains unac-
ceptable to them， then they are at liberty to initiate proceedings for 
judicial review with the people's courts as within 30 days of their 
receipt of the notice of the formal administrative reconsideration de-
cision. It is also open to affected parties to apply direct to the peo・
ple's courts for judicial review， as within 30 days of their receiving 
notification企omthe relevant customs 0部cesas to the decision on 
administrative sanctions and penalties. However， the parties that 
elect for direct application to the people's courts， inchallenge of de-
cisions on administrative sanctions and penalties， are in conse-
quence of this prevented仕omsubmitting appeals for administrative 
reconsideration as within the system of customs 0筒ces.[31
xI. Water Law of the People's Republic of China (21 January 
????
1988) 
The Water Law ofthe People's Republic ofChina in its original ver-
sion was adopted at the 24th Meeting of the Standing Committee of 
the 6th National People's Congress on 21 January 198.[341 There is 
now in force a revised and enlarged version of the law， which was 
adopted at the 29th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 9th 
National People's Congress on 28 August 2002.1351 In the version of it 
企om1988， as we focus on here， the Water Law comprised 53 arti-
cles which were divided into seven separate chapters. As to the sub-
stantive concems of the law， these were specified as being the e伍-
cient development and utilization of water resources， the protection 
of water resources， the prevention of water disasters and the control 
of their effects， and the overall maximization of the benefits of the 
water resources for the ends of national economic development (Ar-
ticle 1). The administrative authorities designated as being respon-
sible for the management of the water resources， under the terms of 
the law， were as follows: the Department of Water Administration 
ノ、
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under the State Council， as the authority charged with the central-
ized administration of water resources throughout the PRC and cか
ordinating such activities of the other government departments un-
der the State Council as were directed towards water resources 
management; the water administration departments and other de-
partmental bodies established within the jurisdictions of the local 
people's governments at or above the county level. (Article 9). The 
administrative authorities so named were to exercise functions and 
powers in respect of water resources management血 thecontexts 
referred to in the heads of the chapters of the law as follows: the de-
velopment and utilization ofwater resources (Chapter 2， Articles 10-
23); the protection of water resources (Chapter 3， Articles 24-29); 
the management of water resources use (Chapter 4， Articles 30-37); 
the prevention and containment of f100ds (Chapter 5， Articles 38-43). 
The functions and powers of the administrative authorities for 
water resources management in the PRC are extensive and wide-
ranging， and the provisions of the 1988 Water Law where they are 
to be found specified are highly detailed. To have a sense of the 
range of the functions and powers involved， itis here appropriate 
only to make reference to various selected examples. Thus in rela-
tion to development and utilization matters， the administrative 
authorities were to have functions and powers concerning the sur-
veying and planning of water resourc四 andconcerning the approval 
of plans for water resources development projects (Articles 1ふ1).
1n relation to the management of the use of the water resources， 
the administrative authorities were stated to have functions and 
powers in regard to the long term planning for the supply and dis-
tribution of water relative to demand as throughout the whole te凶・
tory of the PRC， and as applicable at al the jurisdictional levels of 
its government and administration (Article 30). The water resources 
use management functions and powers included further functions 
and powers in relation to such matters as the licensing of water ex-
traction enterprises (Article 32)， and the setting of rules to govern 
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the collection of water fees and water resources fees (Article 34). In 
addition to these functions and powers and the ones concerning 
water resources protection and flood prevention and containment， 
there were stated to be a large number of powers belonging to the 
administrative authorities as to the application of administrative 
sanctions and penalties for violations of the law. It is with these 
powers that there was provision made for judicial review of admin-
istrative action as regarding water resources. The specification of 
the powers relating to administrative sanctions and penalties comes 
in the statement of principles on the legal liabilities of parties un-
der the law that was set out in Chapter 6， Articles 44-50. 
The acts for which administrative sanctions and penalties were 
stated to be applicable included the following: the acts， such as the 
dumping of materials， the planting of trees and the abandoning of 
sunken vessels， which had the effect of the obstructing of navigation 
or the flood course of rivers; the erection of buildings in riverbeds or 
flood lands， and mining in rivers， without official approval; the un-
lawful reclamation of lakes or rivers for farmland use; the un-
authorized construction of water projects or redirection of rivers or 
navigation routes; the unauthorized increasing of the discharge of 
flood or drainage of excess water downstream， or the hindering of 
the same from upstream; the damaging of projects for water re-
sources management and related facilities such as dike systems， 
and the damaging of flood prevention facilities and such facilities as 
navigation facilities; the endangering of the safety of projects for 
water resources management through acts such as blasting with 
high explosives， and the quarrying of rock and the collecting of 
earth. In respect of these various acts， itwas provided that the 
water administration departments， or other competent departmen.僧
tal bodies， of the relevant local people's governments at or above the 
county level were empowered to order the parties performing the 
acts in question to desist from the same and to undertake appropri-
ate remedial measures within a specified time limit， and to order 
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the parties to pay fines. In the case of acts involving damage to 
property， the parties were liable to be ordered to make payment of 
compensation. In these cases also the parties were liable to be made 
subject to criminal investigation and punishment. The same held 
for cases involving the unauthorized construction of water projects 
or the redirection of rivers and navigation routes， and for cases in-
volving the unauthorized increasing of the discharge of flood or 
drainage of excess water downstream or the hindering of the same 
from upstream. (Articles 45-47). 
The application of administrative sanctions and penalties as by 
the administrative authorities was rendered subject to the control of 
the people's courts as in accordance with the terms of Article 48 of 
the 1988 Water Law， and with this form of control being that of the 
judicial review procedure as applying to administrative action. Thus 
it was provided that parties that were not satisfied with decisions 
on administrative sanctions and penalties were able， as within 15 
days of receiving notification of the decisions， tosubmit an applica-
tion for the administrative reconsideration of the decisions to the 
administrative authorities at the next higher jurisdictional level 
from the administrative authorities that originally decided on the 
administrative sanctions and penalties at issue. In the event出at
the parties were not satisfied with decisions made in the context of 
administrative reconsideration， then the parties were to be able， as 
within 15 days of receipt of notification of the decisions on adminis-
trative reconsideration， tostart proceedings against the administra-
tive authorities concerned in the people's courts for the judicial re-
view of the decisions on administrative sanctions and penalties. It 
was provided also that parties were to be able， as within 15 days of 
the receipt of the notification of the decision on administrative sanc-
tions and penalties， to initiate proceedings in the people's courts 
without making a prior application for administrative reconsidera-
tion. In addition to this， itwas provided that in circumstances 
where the affected parties failed to apply either for administrative 
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reconsideration or for judicial review， as within the specified time 
limits， and failed to comply with the terms of decisions on adminis-
trative sanctions and penalties， then the administrative authorities 
that issued the decisions were to be able to make application to the 
people's courts for the compulsory enforcement of the administrative 
sanctions and penalties as against the partiesy61 
xIi. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Industrial 
State.Owned Enterprises (13 April 1988) 
The Law of the People's Republic of China on the lndustrial State酬
Owned Enterprises was adopted at the 1st Session of the 7th Na-
tional People's Congress on 13 April 1988.137 The law is made up of 
69 articles that are organized in the form of eight separate chapters. 
In respect of purpose and scope of application， the law serves to 
govern the affairs of the industrial enterprises that are subject to 
state ownership， and it is as such concerned with the form of legal 
personality that attaches to the industrial state-owned enterprises， 
with their position， attributes and capacities under law， and with 
the legal stipulations which relate to the form of their internal or-
ganizational structur・e.This is reflected in the substantive subject-
matters of the law as these are referred to in the heads of its vari出
ous chapters as follows: the establishment， modification and termi-
nation of the enterprises (Chapter 2， Artic1es 16・21);the rights and 
obligations of the enterprises (Chapter 3， Articles 22-43); the enter輔
prise directors (Chapter 4， Articles 44-48); the enterprise workers 
and the workers' congresses (Chapter 5， Articles 49-54); the rela-
tionship between the enterprises and the state government authori-
ties (Chapter 6， Articles 55-58). 
The administrative authorities that are designated in the law 
as having regulatory functions and powers in relation to the indus司
trial state-owned enterprises are the government departments that 
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are responsible for the specific industrial sectors to which the indi-
vidual enterprises belong， along with the Department of Industry 
and Commerce under the State Council and the subordinate depart-
mental branch offices of this authority at the local levels of govern-
ment and administration. The Department of Industry and Com-
merce and its subordinate branch offices are of particular signifi-
cance in relation to administrative law matters. For it is these ad-
ministrative authorities that act to re伊 latethe establishment， 
modification and termination of the enterprises. Thus it is stipu-
lated that， for the purposes of establishment， the enterprises are to 
apply to the relevant government departments for examination and 
approval， and that the enterprises are to receive the status of legal 
person entities， as this is defined in the terms of the law， only sub-
ject to their being approved by， registered with and issued with 
business licences through the administrative authorities for indus-
try and commerce (Article 16). It is likewise stipulated that modiι 
cations made to the enterprises as arising from mergers between 
them and alterations to the scope of their operations， and also the 
termination of enterprises， require the administrative authorities 
for industry and commerce to give 0茄cialapproval and to make due 
registration as to details (Article 21). 
The terms of the Law on the Industrial State-Owned Enter-
prises are such that the administrative authorities， as designated， 
are held to be subject to the control of the people's cou吋sas to the 
e玄erciseof those of their regulatory functions and powers that in-
volve the application of administrative sanctions and penalties， as 
these are made reference to in the principles on legal liabilities set 
out in Chapter. 7， Articles 59・64.In the matter of administrative 
sanctions and penalties， there is explicit recognition given in the 
law to the judicial review of administrative action. Thus it is pro-
vided that where enterprises engage in production and operational 
activities， but， as in contravention of the stipulations in Article 16， 
they do this without prior inspection and approval from the relevant 
? ?
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administrative authorities， then the enterprises concerned are to be 
ordered to suspend al business operations and to suffe1' the confis-
cation of al unlawfully earned incomes. It is al自oprovided that es圃
tablished enterprises that are found to have practised fraud in sub.“ 
missions to the administrative autho1'ities as 1'elating to their regis附
tration， and so to have concealed from the authorities the true facts 
as to their situation， a1'e to be issued with warnings or to be pun岨
ished with fines and， inserious cases， a1'e to suffer the revocation of 
their business licences. The administrative sanctions and penalties， 
as laid down， are to be decided on by the administrative authorities 
for industry and commerce at or above the county level. In the 
event that the affected parties will not accept decisions on adminis-
trative sanctions and penalties， as with fines， suspension of enter-
prise operations， confiscation of incomes and the revoking of busi-
ness licences， then it is open to the parties加 challengesuch deci-
sions， as within 15 days of having notification of these， th1'ough the 
application to the people's courts for judicial review. In turn， how-
ever， the administrative authorities may apply to the people's cou1'ts 
fo1' the enfo1'cement of thei1' deci臼ionson administrative sanctions 
and penalties， as in ci1'cumstances where the affected pa1'ties nei-
the1' comply with the terms of the decisions nor make application to 
the people's courts within the presc1'ibed time pe1'iod. (Article 59).1拙i
xiii. Standardization Law of the People's Republic of China 
(29 December 1988) 
The Standardization Law of the People's Republic of China was 
adopted at the 5th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 7th 
National People's Congress on 29 December 1988.139 The law con-
tains 26 articles， which are organized in the form of six sepa1'ate 
chapte1's. The concern of the law lies with standa1'ds in industrial 
p1'oduction and construction wo1'k， as in 1'elation to the setting of 
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technical requirements that are to apply in such subject areas as 
也efollowing: the category specification， quality and grading of in-
dustrial products， together with the safety and sanitaηstandards 
prescribed for them; the design， production， testing， packaging， stor-
age and transporting of indus凶 alproducts， their operational meth-
ods， and the safety and sanitary standards that are involved in the 
production， storage and transportation process; the effects of ind四-
t討alproducts for environmental protection; the design， building 
procedures and safety standards prescribed for construction pro-
jects; the adoption and use of technical terminology， codes and s戸n-
bols and drafting methods in relation to industrial products， con-
struction projects and environmental protection. (Article 2). For the 
purposes of the law， the essential tasks of standardization are those 
of the formulation of standards and the supervised implementation 
of the standards as formulated (Article 3). The administrative 
authorities responsible for the tasks of standardization are desig-
nated as follows: the Department of Standards Administration un-
der the State Council， as the authority responsible for the central-
ized administration of standardization on a nation-wide basis， and 
the various departmental organs of the State Council as are con-
cerned with the setting of standards as relative to their respective 
sector-determined functions and competencies; the standards ad-
ministration departments established at the different jurisdictional 
levels of government and administration， together with the depart-
mental organs belonging to the different local people's government 
authorities that are concerned with standards setting on account of 
their functions and competencies as according to sectors. (Article 5). 
The functions and powers exercised by the administrative 
authorities responsible for standardization matt冶rsare described in 
the law in the contexts of standards formulation (Chapter 2， Arti-
cles 6・13)and standards implementation (Chap伽 3，Articles 14・19).
As to standards formulation， itis provided that the administrative 
authorities are to formulate standards for technical requirements 
? ?
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that will have applicati'On thr'Oughout the PRC 'Or that will have 
uniform applicati'On within particular trades (Article 6). It is further 
pr'Ovided that the administrative authorities are to classifY such na-
ti'Onal standards and trade standards acc'Ording to the categories of 
c'Ompuls'Ory standards and v'Oluntary standards， and with the cate-
gory of c'Ompuls'Ory standards t'O include the standards relating to 
human health c'Oncerns and t'O the safety 'Of the person and of prop-
erty (Article 7). As to standards implementati'On， itis laid d'Own that 
compliance with the c'Ompuls'Ory standards prescribed by the admin-
istrative authorities is mandatory， and with this being such that 
the manufacture， sale and imp'Ortation of pr'Oducts falling short of 
the standards c'Oncerned町'epr'Ohibited (Article 14). Als'O， the ad-
exercise functi'Ons and p'Owers in 
authenticati'On of industrial pr'Oducts as conforming with the estab-
lished quality standards. Here， the relevant administrative authori-
ties are to issue authenticati'On certificates in respect 'Of industrial 
pr'Oducts meeting the quality standards， and with such certificati'On 
旬 permitthe use 'Of '0茄cialauthentication marks 'On the industrial 
products c'Oncerned and on their packaging. (Article 15). In addition 
t'O this， there are functi'Ons and powers to do with the supervision 
and inspecti'On 'Of the implementation of standards， which functions 
and p'Owers are stated in the law to belong t'O the standards admini-
stration departments under the local people's g'Overnments at 'Or 
above the c'Ounty level (Articles 18・19).
Under the Standardization Law， the regime f'Or standards for-
mulati'On and implementation is supported by administrative sanc-
tions and penalties that， asit is prescribed， are加 beapplied by the 
designated administrative authorities in contexts inv'Olving viola-
tions 'Of the terms of the law. These are detailed in the part 'Of the 
law where there are set 'Out the legal liabilities arising 企omstan-
dardization in industrial pr'Oduction (Chapter 4， Articles 20・24).
Thus it is stated that parties that manufacture， sel or import in-
dustrial pr'Oducts that do not c'Onf'Orm with compulsory standards 
the authorities ministrative 
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are to be dealt with by the appropriate administrative authorities， 
as in accordance with the established laws and administrative rules 
and regulations. In the absence of such legal norms， as it is pro-
vided， the parties are to be subject to the confiscation of their indus-
佐ialproducts and unlawful incomes， and to the imposition of fines， 
and with these administrative sanctions and penalties to be applied 
by the appropriate administrative authorities for industry and com-
merce. It is also provided that where there occur serious in企inge-
ments of the law such as constitute crimes， then the parties that 
are responsible are to be made subject to criminal investigation and 
punishment. (Article 20). 
As a fur出erform of violation of the Standardization Law， itis 
stated that where industrial products are being prepared for sale 
and authentication marks are used on them in accordance with duly 
issued authentication cert出cates，but that， as a matter of fact，出e
products fail to conform with the establi自hedcompulsory national 
standards and trade standards， then the production enterprises con-
cerned are to be ordered by the relevant standards administration 
departments to desist from the sale of the products concerned. and 
to pay a fine. In serious circumstances， the offending parties are to 
suffer the revocation of their authentication certificat四 throughthe 
act of the administrative authorities that originally issued them. 
(Article 21). The order to desist from sales and the imposing of fines 
are also to be applied by the standards administration departments 
to parties that use unauthorized authentication marks on products 
that are intended for sale (Article 22). The administrative authori-
ties are subject to the control of the people's courts in the applica圃
tion of administrative sanctions and penalties， asthrough the proce-
dure for the judicial review of administrative action. Thus it is pro-
vided that affected parties are able to challenge the decisions of the 
administrative authorities on confiscations and fines， as within 15 
days of receiving notice of these， through application for administra-
tive reconsideration to the administrative authorities at the ne玄t
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higher levels， and that affected parties may in turn challenge unfa圃
vourable administrative reconsideration decisions， aswithin 15 days 
of notification， through the application to the people's courts for ju-
dicial review. There is also provision made for parties to apply di-
rect to the people's courts in challenge to administrative sanctions 
and penalties， and without recourse to the procedure for adminis“ 
trative reconsideration. To balance this， however， the administra-
tive authorities are able to apply to the people's courts for the en-
forcement of decisions on administrative sanctions and penalties， as 
where the affected parties neither comply with the decisions as 
made nor seek administrative reconsideration or judicial review of 
the decisions as within the stipulated time period. (Article 23).[401 
玄iv.Law of the People's RepubIic of China on Import and Ex-
port Commodity Inspection (21 February 1989) 
????
The Law of the People's Republic of China on Import and Export 
Commodity Inspection in its original form was adopted at the 6th 
Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 7th National People's 
Congress on 21 February 1989.14 The form of the law that now ap-
plies in the PRC is that of the revised and enlarged version， which 
was adopted at the 27th Meeting of the 9th National People's Con-
gress on 28 April 2002.142 We attend here to the law in its 1989 ver嗣
sion， and in this form the law contained 32 articles which were di-
vided into six chapters. As it was stated， the purpose of the law lay 
with the strengthening of the inspection regime for import and ex剛
port commodities， as in order to maintain the quality of impo吋 and
export commodities， tosecure the lawful rights and interests of the 
various pa凶iesengaged in foreign trade， and to promote the eco剛
nomic and trading relations of the PRC with foreign nations (Article 
1). As for the designated administrative authorities， these as stated 
in the law were to be as follows: the AdminIstration for Import and 
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Export Commodity Inspection under the State Council， or in short 
form the State Administration for Commodity Inspection， as the ad-
ministrative authority responsible for overall import and export 
commodity inspection in the PRC on the nation-wide level; the sub-
ordinate import and export commodity inspection authorities， or in 
short form the commodity inspection authorities， which were to be 
established by the State Administration for Commodity Inspection 
at the different levels of local government and administration. (Arti-
cle 2). 
As to the basic tasks and functions of the administrative 
authorities， itwas provided in the 1989 version of the law that the 
State Administration for Commodity Inspection was to list the im蜘
port and export commodities that were to be made subject to inspec-
tion. The items included in this the as so termed List of Commodi-
ties， together with import and export commodity items that were 
subject to inspection under other laws and administrative rules and 
regulations， were al required to be inspected by the commodity in-
spection authorities or by such inspectorates as were approved by 
the State Administration for Commodity Inspection and the local 
commodity inspection authorities. The inspection process， as con-
ducted by the commodity inspection authorities， was to be directed 
towards the monitoring of such aspects of the import and. export 
commodities as their quality， specifications， quantity， weight， pack-
aging， health and safety standards and conformity with 0伍cial
standards that had compulsory effect. (Articles ι6). 
Under the terms of the law， the powers of the commodity in幽
spection authorities were to be exercised in relation to the inspec-
tion of import commodities (Chapter 2， Articles 9・12)，the inspection 
of export commodities (Chapter 3， Article 13-16) and the regulation 
of import and export commodities through the machinery of general 
supervision and administration (Chapter 4， Articles 17・25).The es-
sential powers involved were those to do with inspection and certifi圃
cation. Thus in regard to import commodities， itwas provided that 
???????????
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the commodity inspection authorities were to inspect listed import 
commodities， following registration by the importing parties， and 
then issue the due inspection certificates (Articles 9・10).Likewise 
as conceming export commodities， there was provision to the effect 
of requiring the commodity inspection authorities to inspect listed 
export commodities， and旬 issuethe due inspection certificates as 
the condition for the commodities加 questionto be declared for ex・
port and then shipped out to their respective countries of destina-
tion (Articles 13-14). As to general supe同 sionand administration 
matters， itwas stipulated， among other things，. that the commodity 
inspection authoritie自wereempowered to make random inspection 
of import and export commodities that fel outside the category of 
the commodities listed as subject to inspection， and to deny permis-
sion for the expo此 ofcommodities that as so inspected were found 
be below standard (Article 17). The commodity inspection 
authorities were also empowered to entrust the procedures of im-
port and export commodity inspection to what they considered to be 
competent inspection bodies， inboth domestic and overseas contexts， 
and to exercise supervision over the activities of these bodies (Arti-
to 
????
cles 20欄21).
In addition to the powers of inspection and certification， the 
commodity inspection authorities were to hold and exercise powers 
to set and impose administrative sanctions and penalties， as in re-
spect of parties who violated the terms of the law. Thus there were 
administrative sanctions and penalties laid down for parties that 
knowingly marketed and traded in import commodities that were 
listed for inspection， or were otherwise subject to inspection， but 
that had not undergone due inspection. 80 also were there adminis-
trative sanctions and penalties laid down for pa枕iesthat knowingly 
exported commodities， as designated for export， that were listed for 
inspection or otherwise subject to inspection but without having the 
commodities in question duly inspected. These various parties were 
to be made liable for the payment of fines by the relevant commod-
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ity inspection authorities， and they were to be investigated and 
punished in accordance with the criminal law in serious circum-
stances (Article 26). Again， parties that were found to have falsified 
inspection certificates， or the related documentation for commodity 
inspection， were to be made subject to fines by the commodity in-
spection authorities， or， as in the event of serious cases， they were 
to be subjected to criminal investigation and punishment (Article 
27). 
1n the imposition of administrative sanctions and penalties， the 
commodity inspection authorities remained subject to the control of 
the people's courts， and with this control being exercised through 
the procedure of the judicial review of administrative action. Thus it 
was provided that parties that were unable to accept the decisions 
on administrative sanctions and penalties of the relevant commod-
ity inspection authorities had the right to challenge these， as within 
30 days of receiving notice of the decisions at issue， through an ap-
plication for the administrative reconsideration of the decisions con岨
cerned. The application for administrative reconsideration was to be 
addressed either to the administrative authorities imposing the ad-
ministrative sanctions and penalties being challenged， or to the aι 
ministrative authorities at the next higher level， orto the State Ad-
ministration for Commodity Inspection. In the event that the par幽
ties were unable to accept the resultant decisions on administrative 
reconsideration， then they were permitted， as within 30 days of 
having notice of such decisions， toinitiate proceedings in the peo・
ple's courts with a view to securing judicial review of the adminis-
trative sanctions and penalties as imposed. However， itwas pro-
vided further that the commodity inspection authorities were able 
to apply to the people's courts for the enforcement of their decisions 
on administrative sanctions and penalties， as in cases where the 
parties failed to comply with the terms of the decisions and failed to 
apply for administrative reconsideration or for judicial review as 
within the stipulated time period for this. (Article 28).1431 
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Compilation， January-December 1985， pp. 623-30， 
23， It is further confirmed in Article 32 of the Metrology Law that the adminis-
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trative authorities may apply to the people's courts to secure the enforcement of 
administrative sanctions and penalties， as in circumstances where the affected 
parties will neither comply with the decisions on the administrative sanctions 
and p巴naltiesin question nor initiate proceedings for judicial review with the 
people's courts. 
24. Decree No. 31 ofthe President ofthe People's Republic ofChina 
Law of the People's Republic of China on the Control of the Entry and Exit of 
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der to demand and to extort bribes are to be subject to investigation， prosecution 
and punishment from the standpoint of the criminal law. Needless to say， the 
procωdings that are initiated against state officials underぬecriminal law are 
quite distinct from those that are initiated， as per Article 15， as against the aι 
ministrative authorities for the purposes of the judicial review of their acts in 
the imposition of detention orders. 
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28. The liability of parties to administrative sanctions and penalties， as under 
the terms of Article 21 of the Law on Frontier Health and Quarantine， isdis-
tinct from the liability of parties to investigation for criminal responsibility 
where their violations of the law result in the spreading of infectious diseases as 
under the terms of Article 22. For the involvement of the people's courts with 
Article 22 is in respect of the criminallaw and the criminal procedure as against 
the offending parties， whereas the administrative sanctions and penalties ap-
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pli巴dto parties， as with Article 21， occasion the involvement of the people's 
courts only in the context of applications for the judicial review of administra-
tive action. At the same time， the subjection of the administrative authorities to 
judicial review， as this is conceded in Article 21， isof course to be distinguished 
from the investigation and punishment of administrative officials for criminal 
misconduct as is covered in Article 23. 
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postal services personnel， as with cases to do with the concealment， destruction 
and illegal opening of mail (Articles 36-37) 
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33. The Rules on the Implementation of Administrative Penalties under the 
Customs Law provide that it is open to the customs offices to apply to the peo・
ple's courts for the enforcement of decisions on administrative sanctions and 
penalties， as in cases where the affected parties neither comply with the deci-
sions nor make applications for administrative reconsideration or judicial review 
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through the people治courts(Article 30). 
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ministrative authorities designa旬din the 1988 Water Law not only in respect of 
their having powers of judicial review asωadministrative sanctions and penal-
ties， but also (and here in aωordance with a quite distinct adjudicative proω-
dure) in respect of the prosecution ofめeofficials of water administration de-
partments， or those belonging to related govemmental bodies， who were found 
to be guilty of criminal misconduct (Article 50). 
37. Deぽ'eNo. 3 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 
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38. The Law on the Industrial State-Owned Enterprises confinns也epossession 
by the industrial state-owned enterprises of a wide r拍 geof independent 
decision-making rights阻 dpowers. It is to be no旬d，as in connection with the 
matter of administrative law， that the rights and powers of the enterprises are 
pro旬ctedas in relation to the state and the organs of state govemment as 
through the procedure of administrative reconsideration， albeit that the law 
does not provide for the administrative reconsideration procedure as in this par-
ticular context to be buttressed with the judicial review procedure. As to the in-
dependence of the enterprises， itis laid down in Article 58 that the departments 
of the state govemment are not to be permitted to impinge on the rights and 
powers of the enterprises as through interferenωwith their operations and 
management policies， their intemal organization， and the size of their personnel. 
Further to this， however， itis 1回ddown in Article 61 that in conditions where 
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government departments through their acts violate the terms of Article 58， then 
the enterprises as so affected have the right to apply to the administrative 
authorities concerned for the administrative reconsid日rationof the acts in ques-
tion， In the ca自ethat no favourable administrative reconsideration decision is 
forthcoming， then the enterprises have the additional right to apply to the ad-
ministrative authorities at the next higher level or to some supervisory depart-
ment of the stat巴government，and with the accepting administrative authorities 
being required to make a ruling on administrative reconsideration as within 30 
days of their receiving the applications for this， 
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40. The subjection of the administrative authorities to judicial review as to their 
official actions in respect of administrative sanctions and penalties is， ofcourse， 
quite distinct from the subjection of administr叫 iveofficials who b児 akthe law， 
or who engage in corrupt practices， tothe criminal procedure， as in accordance 
with Article 24 of the Standardization Law. 
41. Decree No. 14 of the President of the People's Republic of China 
Law of the People's Republic of China on Import and Export Commodity Inspec-
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Compilαtion， January田December1989， pp. 275-81. 
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42. For the revised version of the Law of the PRC on Import and Export Com-
modity Inspection from 2002， see: 
Decree N o.67 of the President of the People's Republic of China 
Decision of the Standing Committee of the N ational People's Congress on Revis-
ing the Law of the People's Republic of China on Import and Export Commodity 
Inspection. 
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tion. 
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43. The 1989 Law on Import and Export Commodity Inspection provided that 
the administrative authorities， as responsible for import and export commodity 
inspection， were subject to the control of the people's courts in a further respect 
but one as distinct from judicial review. This was that administrative personnel 
who were found to be involved in abuses of power， corrupt practices or derelic世
tions of duty were， on this account， tobe liable for investigation and punishment 
as in accordance with the ordinary criminal procedure. (Article 29) 
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To be concluded in Volume 38 of The TsukubαUniuersity Journαlof 
Lawαnd Politicαl Science. 
